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T H E V A R I A B I L I T Y O F 
A T S Z E G E D 
T H E T E M P E R A T U R E A N D T H E W I N D D I R E C T I O N 
IN V A R I O U S L A R G E S C A L E P A T T E R N 
b y 
G: Koppány a n d A. Kiss 
A höiinéklet is a szélirány viltozékonysiga Szegeden kttlbnbbzS lakrinzinoptikus helyietekben. A 
szerzők Sieged 20 évi adatsorát (1961-1900) felhasználva megvizsgálták a napi hfinérsékleti anottáliák és a 
napi maximáli-S széllökések irányának eloszlását a Péczely-féle, valamint az Mr/izy-fíartlwly-GuIySj-téle 
(AB6.) nakrosiinaptikus típusok szerint rendezett részhalmazokban, tleghatározták a napi höiw5>;ékleti anomá-
liák siMsit és Shamm-entrifiiját a teljes populációra, továbbá az említett típusok ré«zha!mazaira. ft 
napi maüiisális széllökések irányainak Shannon-entrópiáját hasonló sódon kiszánltolták. Valamennyi feldolgo-
zást a négy évszakra külön végezték el; a kapott statisztikai eredményeket az ¡-¡'III. t&pliidtok foglalják 
össze, fiz .ABG-tlpusok szerint rendezett relatív gyakoriságokat az 1-8. ábrák mutatják be. fiz eredmények 
szerint a típusok többségében oindkét osztályozás csökkenti a napi adatok szúrását ill. entrópiáját. Az 
entrópia, csökkenése a Péczely-tfpusok esetén valamivel kifejezettebb. 
The authors investigated the frequency distributions of the daily temerature anomalies and of the 
direction of the daily maaimuci gust in the subsets arranged according to. the large-scale circulation types 
classified by Péczeiy, as well as Aíbrózy-Earthaly and Guiyáj ÍAS6) using a 20-year data series (1961-1980) 
of Szeged, the standard deviations and Shaman entropies of the daily teicperature anomalies nore calculated 
for the total population and for the subsets of the above mentioned large , scale types. The Shannon 
entropies of the directions of the daily maximum gusts Here determined in the sane Nay. All calculations 
for the four seasons were made separately, and the results obtained are aucwarized in Tables I—VIII. The 
relative frequencies of the tesperature and the Hind directions in different ABS types are shown' in Figs. 
1-8. It was found that in the majority of the types both classifications deainish the standarddeviations, 
as well as Shannon entropies of the daily data. The decrease of entropy is a little more expressed in the 
case of Péczely types. 
1 lit rortuct i o n 
Attempts at classing circulation processes among types of a finite 
number have been made in a number of countries. These classings have been 
realised for diverse space scales, from the synoptic scale to the.'hemi-
spheric scale. H.H.LAHB has taken for this basis the current and pressure 
conditions predominating above the British Isles (6IRS and K0IIDHAT0VICH, 1978,p. 
294). f. HESS and H. BRE20HSK)" s (1953) circulation classification is orientated 
to Central Europe. B.L. D2ERD2EJEHSKY has classified hemispheric circulation on 
the basis of the Arctic cold outbreaks (SIUS and K0HBRAT0VICH, 1878, pp. bb-bT). 
Especially known has become 5.1'. VA.WEHHE1H's classif ication, which has classed 
the circulation of the whole hemisphere among nine main types (SIRS, 1974; 
6JflS and MNOtlAmiCH, 1978, 99. 6 7 - 8 U . , ' 
Though these classifications defined the individual patterns as types 
of finite number, the classifications have been realised on the basis of 
subjective decisions. For that very reason, a number of researches have 
striven to characterize circulation, producing an infinity of transitions, 
by numerical parameters. The various circulation indexes proved to be means 
suitable for this. J. HAHtAS (1947) defined indexes for characterizing the 
zonal circulation of the Northern Hemisphere, namely for 3 zones of 
latitude separately, on the basis of the pressure data measured on sea 
level and at an altitude of 3 km. It is also for measuring the intensity of 
zonal circulation that E.H. BUHOVA has worked out an index IB1RS and KOWWOVICH, 
1978, pp. 87-8BJ, while it is A.L. HATS who has combined the indexes of 
meridional and zonal circulations IKOnm, 1986. p . U 3 > . 
A classification 'orientated to Hungary was done by 6. PEC2ELY (1956, 
1957a, 1957b), and 13 types were differentiated by him. He extended the 
catalogue of the types established for the individual days to the years 
1881-1983 (PEC1ELY, 1983). As in the cases of similar classifications usu-
ally, the claim of the objective, that is numerical definition has come up 
in relation to P^czely types, too. By the help of cluster analysis 
P. AHBROIY, J.,BARTH0a and 0. CIJLYAS (1984) have worked out a classification 
depending on the season. For the individual seasons they have defined types 
of different numbers: for winter 17, for spring 19, for summer 8, and for 
autumn 15 types. While sea level pressure distribution that PEC2ELY' s clas-
sification takes for its basis, and it is a smaller area (about 35-65° N, 
10°1<I-40C'E) that he takes into consideration, the ABG classification uses 
the field of the 500 mb level in a larger area (30-65°N, 40°W-50°E), which 
spreads over a part of the Atlantic Ocean, too. 
One of the practical purposes of classifying circulation types is 
creating the basis of the conditional climatological investigations, for it 
is to be expected that the standard deviations of the subsets of weather 
elements according to types decrease as compared to the standard deviation 
of the total climatic population. The decrease of standard deviation gener-
ally goes with the decrease1 of uncertainty, which we can measure by the 
calculation of Shannon entropy. The aim of our investigation is to reveal, 
by the use of the measured data of Szeged in Southern Hungary, the decrease 
of the standard deviations and entropies of the data, relating to the sub-
sets of two different classifications, P^czely and ABG types. 
D a t a B a s e a n d M e t h o d 
For the processing with 20-year length period (1961-1980) of the 
daily measurements of the Szeged meteorological station were used, namely 
the daily mean values of the temperature, and the directions of the maximum 
gusts. The latter departs, on the one hand, from an earlier processing of 
PECZELY's (1957b), in which he had taken into consideration the wind 
directions measured at 0600 GMT; on the other hand, from K. TAR's (1985) 
investigation, in which the author had used the' hourly anemometries. As 
]. S2ALHA (1977) has revealed, 90 7. of the hourly wind speeds occurs in the 
range 0-5 m s - > , and only 10 '/. of them exceeds the of 5 m s _ 1 force. Weak air 
motions, in turn, are more influenced by local factors, and in them the 
baric situation of synoptic scale is less reflected. Stronger wind data, on 
the contrary, conform to the large-scale pressure conditions somewhat bet-
ter. Therefore, it seems more expedient to sort the directions of the maxi-
mum wind gusts according to the macrosynoptic types. 
The catalogue of the ABG classification for the years 1949-1980 
(AHBMZY, BARTHOLY and GULYAS, 1983), and the Piczely catalogue for the years 
1881-1983 are available. In Szeged, instrumental observations, with 
repeated transfers of the weather station, have been going on since 1871 
(S1HDELY, 1985). .The station has been functioning on its present spot since 
1961; therefore, for our investigation have been chosen the 20 • years be-
tween 1961-1960. 
While processing the daily mean values of temperature, first we de-
termined the daily normal values concerning the period of the years 1961-
1980,' then the deviations from these, that is the daily anomalies. We de-
termined the standard deviations of the daily temperature anomalies, and 
the relative frequencies of the latter ones calculated for classes of a 
breadth of 1"C, and with the help of the relative frequencies we deter-
mined the Shannon entropy, on the one hand, for the whole population, and, 
on the other hand, for the subsets arranged according to the Peczely and 
ABG-types, as well as we also determined the averages of the temperature 
anomalies for the indivibual subsets. The above calculations were done for 
the four seasons separately. The decreases in the standard deviation and 
the Shannon entropies signify the becoming arranged of the data within the 
fliacrosynoptic situations. 
While processing the directions of the daily maximum wind gusts, we 
determined their relative frequencies; furthermore, we calculated the 
Shannon entropy, for the whole population (ET>, and for the subsets of the 
individual types (Ei). 
The Shannon entropy, serves for the measuring of uncertainty, and for 
its determination we used the following, generally accepted formula: 
E » % Pj lt>9 V p ; CbitD 
' Z v 
Here p y is the relative frequency of the i-th event. 
In the case of the temperature we used one-degree spaces between the 
values, and we classed the directions of the maximum gusts among 16 cat-
egories. 
We compared the order of the data in the subsets of the Peczely and 
the ABB types season by season by means of a computer. 
R e s u l t s 
In the course of the investigation we were looking for answers to the 
following questions: 
1. Do the standard deviation and the entropy of the daily temperature 
anomalies decrease in the partial populations of the individual macrosynop-
tic situations in comparison with the total population; and if so, with 
which types is this decrease the greatest? 2. Does the entropy of the di-
rections of the maximum wind gusts decrease in the partial populations in 
comparison with the entropy of the totel population? 3. With which classi-
fication does the entropies'average weighted according to frequencies of 
the types, decrease more strongly, that is to say which of the two typify-
ings gives a greater information gain? 
In their two previous papers the authors had examined the first two 
questions in detail (KBPPAHY and KISS, 1985, 1987). In these two papers of 
theirs, they had limited their investigations to the Peczely types only. 
They had found that the entropies of the temperature and wind direction 
data classified according to the Peczely types decreased in comparison with 
that of the total population. In the case of the temperature, the decrease 
of entropy is the greatest in the situations of northern and western direc-
tion, and in the central cyclonal situation; the arrangement of the tem-
perature data according to the Peczely types is the strongest in winter and 
summer, and the weakest in spring. In the case of the wind directions, the 
entropy mainly decreases in types aCc, AB, CHc, Ae, An, AF and C, in the 
central anticyclonal situation (4), however, it increases in comparison 
with the total population. Of the seasons, it is in winter and autumn that 
the entropy decreases the most strongly. 
In the present investigation, the authors partly sum up a few of 
their more important results got for the Peczely types, partly complete 
them with their recent researches carried out for the ABG types. For it is 
doubtless that the comparison of the synoptic climatological valuations of 
the two kinds of typifying can command interest. 
Tables I to IV sum up for the four seasons the statistical results 
got for the order of the daily temperature anomalies. In spring, of the 
P^czely types, it is only in the situation An that the entropy does not de-
crease, and it is in the situations Л» and A that the standard deviation 
increases in a small degree. 
In spring the entropy decreases in a larger or smaller degree in each 
of the 19 ABB typesi the standard deviation, however, increases somewhat 
with six types (Table I). 
In summer the entropy decreases in each of the P^czely types; the 
standard deviation, with the exception of the' situation As, also decreases 
in all situations. In summer the number of the ABB types is only 8; with 4 
types of these the standard deviation of the temperature does not decrease, 
the decrease of the entropy is slight ( Т а Ы в II). 
In autumn it is in three of the P6czely types that the standard devi-
ation does not decrease; the entropy, however, with the exception of СИн, 
decreases with all types. With 5 of the 15 ABB types the standard deviation 
increases a little; with 3 of theses the entropy also increases (Table 
III). . 
In winter it is in only one PiSczely and four ABB types that the stan-
dard deviation of the temperature does not decrease; the entropy, however, 
decreases in all types (.Table IV). 
It deserves attention that in spring and winter, when the number of 
the AB6 types is the greatest <19 and 17 respectively), the weighted aver-
age of the entropy decrease is the greatest: 0.209 and 0.297 bits respect-
ively; while in summer, when the number of the ABB types is only 8, the 
weighted average of the entropy decrease is the smallest: 0.12 bit. The 
number of the P^czely types is 13 in each season, the entropy decrease 
changes less from one season to another: it oscillates between 0.261 and 
0.338 bits. 
The relative frequencies of the daily temperature anomalies classi-
fied according to the ABG types are illustrated by Figs. 1-4. 
The entropies of the directions of the maximum wind gusts calculated 
for the macrosynoptic types and the whole population, are summed up for the 
' four seasons by Tables V to VIII. 
In spring, of the P^czely types, only in the situations A does the 
entropy not decrease, and of the 19 ABG types, in only one is there no en-
tropy decrease (Table V). 
In summer, of the P^czely types, again only in the situation A does 
the entropy not decrease, and ones of the 8 ABG types, in two (Table VI). 
In autumn there is a larger or smaller entropy decrease in each of 
the 15 ABB types; of the P^czely types* there is none in the situation A 
(Table VII). As the authors had pointed out in their previous papers, the 
air current is weaker than the average in PSczely's situation A\ therefore, 
it is understandable that the wind directions do not become arranged in 
the central anticyclonal situation. 
in winter the entropy decreases in all PSczely and ABB types (Table 
VIII). 
The weighted average of the entropy decrease is, in the case of the 
ABG types, the greatest in winter and autuum 0.254 and 0.228 bits respect-
ively, and the smallest in summer (0.075 bits), when the number of the 
types is also the smallest. In the case' of the P3czely types,the entropies 
of the wind directions decrease the most considerably in winter and autumns 
by 0.426 and 0.416 bits respectively, while in spring and summer by only 
0.2VI and 0.311 bits respectively, the seasonal differences in the de-
creases of the entropies of the wind directions, similarly to those of the 
temperature, art considerably greater with the ABB types than with the 
R#czely type?, 
The relative fregyepcies of thf directigns of the maximum wind gystf 
in the whole populations and in the populations arranged according to the 
ABB types are illustrated, relating tp-the four seasons, in Figs 5^-8, Of 
6 
the l1? spring types, the types 2, 6, 8, 13 and 16 which, with a remarkable 
frequency of the wind directions SE and S, deserve attention; then, again, 
types 3, 5, 11, 14 and 17, with the accumulation of the wind directions NH 
and H <Fia 5). 
In sunmer it is the frequency of the wind directions HU and N that 
are characteristic of types 2, 2, 3, 5, 6 and S of the 8 ABG types: the 
high frequency of the wind directions coitrary to these, however, does not 
occur in any of the types {Fig. 6). 
In autumn, of the 15 ABG types, nos. 2, 5, 13 and 14 can be charac-
terized by the prevalence of the wind directions HU and N, while types 3, 
4, 6, 12 and 15 by that of the wind directions SE and SSE (Fia. 7). 
In winter, of the 17 types, nos. 1, 5, 8, 9 and 17 excel by the 
high frequency of the wind directions SSE and SE, types 2, 7, It, 12 and 13 
by that of the wind directions HU and H (Fia- S). 
Although, with the exception of the summer, a considerable part of 
the ABB types determined for the individual seasons can be divided into two 
groups! characteristic of the one of which is the prevalence of the wind 
directions SE and S, of the other one that of the wind directions HU and H, 
in these types, the contours of the 500 mb level, are only in partial ac-
cordance with the moat frequent wind directions received from the surface 
s.nemometries. 
C o n c l u s i o n s 
The investigation arranged the anomalies of the daily mean tempera-
tures, and the directions of the maximum wind gusts measured at Szeged, 
for macrosynoptic types determined on the basis of two classifications dif-
ferent from each other. Both classifications have advantages and disadvan-
tages. 
The advantages of P^czely's classification are as follows: 1. that it 
is based on the analysis of the surface pressure field, which is in a 
closer connection with the weather, and 2. that it is orientated to Hun-
gary. Its disadvantages are the following: 1. the determination of the 
types is carried out visually, 2. so it is not free from subjective mis-
takes. , 
The advantage of the ABG classification is that far determining the 
types it uses an objective method worked out well mathematically, the clus-
ter analysis. Its disadvantages are as follows: I. that it is based on the 
500 mb surface referring to a larger area, and 2. that thus its types can 
less be brought into connection with the weather in Hungary. Despite the 
disadvantages, the majority of the types obtained by the two classifica-
tions decrease the entropies of the temperature and wind data measured at 
Szeged. 
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fig. 4 Distribution of relative frequencies of daily tesperatur anoBalies in total population and in 
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T a b Ie I 
S t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n s a n d e n t r o p i e s of the d a i l y t e m p e r a t u r e 
a n o m a l i e s of the s p r i n g s e a s o n a t S z e g e d ( 1 9 6 1 - 1 9 8 0 ) in t h e 
total p o p u l a t i o n as well as In the s u b s e t s a r r a n g e d a c c o r d i n g 
to the P e c z e l y a n d the A B G m a c r o s y n o p t I c t v p e s . 
N = n u m b e r of c a s e s , S = s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n , " C , S, = S of t h e 
t J taI p o p u l a t i o n . Si = S of the s u b s e t s , E * e n t r o p y , b i t , 
H r =E of t h e t o t a l p o p u l a t i o n , Ei = E of the- subsists 
N S s, /s, E - Ei A v e r a g 
T o t a 1 
p o p u l a t i o n 184 0 3. 71 3. 92.1 - - 0. 0 0 
P e c z e 1 y t y p e s 
m C c 1 1 8 3. 16 0. . 8 5 2 3. 5 7 0 0. 3 5 1 . :1 • 71 
AB 1 1 9 2. 9 7 O, . 8 0 1 3. 4 4 0 0. 4 8 1 2. 0 5 
CMc. 9 5 3. 18 0 . 6 5 7 3.G<i5 0. 2 7 6 -2. 6 2 
m C w 2 4 4 3. 2 9 0, . 8 8 7 .3. 6 9 0 0. 2 3 1 0 2 
Ae 2 0 8 3. 12 0. ; 841 3. 5 8 3 0. 3 3 6 + 2. 5 7 
C M u 188 3. 5 3 0, . SSI •3. 732 0. 1 8 9 + 0. 6 3 
z C • 9 8 3. 44 0, . 9 2 7 3 . 7 1 6 0. 2 0 5 + 0. 9 2 
Aw 2 5 6 3. 12 0 . 8 4 1 3. 5 8 5 0. 3 3 6 - 0 . 8 5 
As 5 2 2. 9 0 0 . 702 3. 3'46 0. 5 7 5 + 2. 0 6 
A n . 2 3 7 3. 86 1 . 0 4 0 3 . 9 26 - 0 . 0 0 5 - 0 . 7 3 
A F B G 3. 2 0 0 . B 6 3 3. 6 0 5 0. 3 1 6 0 0 
A . 101 3. 7 6 ) . 0 1 3 3 . 3 1 4 0. 1 0 7 - 0 . 34 
C 3 8 6 8 0 . 7 76 3. 3 7 9 0. 5 4 2 -1. 45 
A v e ra g e ol' the v a l u e s <E, • - E, ) 0. 3 0 3 
A v e r a g e we 1 g h t e d a c c o r d i rig 
to f r e q u e n c y P e c z e l v • t y p e s 0. 2 6 1 
A B G t y p e 3 
1 1 0 3 3. 5 8 0 . 9 6 5 3. 7 5 7 0. 1 6 4 + 1. 5 8 
O 2 3 4 3. 7 8 I .019 3. 8 9 5 0. 0 2 6 -0. ae 
3 1 2 3 3. 0 9 0 . 6 3 3 3. 6 0 2 0. 3 1 9 -0. 4 5 
4 7 6 3. 89 1 . 049. 3. 8 8 7 0. 0 3 4 - 0 . 3 2 
5 106 3. 5 6 0 . 9 6 0 3. 7 3 3 0. 1 8 8 + 0. 47 
6 6 7 3. 11 ' 0 . 8 3 8 3 . 5 8 0 ' 0. 3 4 1 + 0. 4 2 
7 177 3. 4 8 0, . 9 3 8 3 . 7 0 7 0. 2 1 4 - 0 . 3 7 
8 5 6 3. 69 0 . 9 9 5 3; 7 0 8 0. 2 1 3 + 2. 29 
9 8 2. 35 0 . 6 3 3 2. 156 1. 7 6 5 + 0. 81 
10 164 3. 46 0 . 9 3 3 3. 761 0. 1 6 0 "0. 31 
11 68 2. 7 8 0 . 7 4 9 3. 2 7 9 0. 6 4 2 >0. 7 8 
12 34 4. 01 1 . 081 3. 7 6 3 0. 158 + 1 . 8 5 
13 76. 4. 39 1 . 1 8 3 3. 8 8 8 0. 0 3 3 - 0 . 17 
1 4 1 3 6 3. 17 0 . 854 3. 5 8 6 0. 3 3 5 + 0. 8 7 
15 9 7 3. 4 7 0 . 9 3 5 3. 6 6 3 0. 2 5 8 -2. 0 6 
16 7 0 3. 56 0 .960 3 . 7 6 2 0. 1 5 9 + 0. 81 
17 55 3. 79 1 . 0 2 2 3. 6 8 0 0. 2 5 3 -2. 51 
18 79. '3. 6 2 0 .976 3. 6 0 7 0. 3 1 4 + 1. 34 
19 Ill 4. 01 1 . 081 3. 7 8 2 0. 1 3 9 -1. 2 9 
A v e rage of the v a 1 u e s (ET • - E, > 0. 301 
A v e r a g e we 1 g h t e d a c c o r d 1ng 
2 0 9 to f r e q u e n c y A B G t y p e s 0. 
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T a b l e VIII 
S t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n s a n d e n t r o p i e s of the d a l l y t e m p e r a t u r e 
a n o m a l i e s of the s u m m e r s e a s o n at S Z K 8 « U ; 1 3 6 1 - 1 9 8 0 ) In the 
total p o p u l a t i o n as well a s In the s u b s e t s a r r a n g e d a c c o r d i n g 
to the P e c z e l y a n d the A B G m a c r o s y n o p t 1 c types. 
N = n u m b e r of c a s e s , S = s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n , °C, S T = S of the 
total p o p u l a t i o n , S, = S of the s u b s e t s , E = e n t r o p y , bit, 
E T = E of the total p o p u l a t i o n , É, = E of the s u b s e t s 
N S, /S T ET - EL A v e r a g e , ° C 
Tptal . 
popuI at 1 on 1840 2. 96 3. 6 4 7 0 . 0 0 
P e c z e l y t y p e s 
m C c 154 2. 47 0. 8 3 4 3. 3 5 3 0. 2 9 4 -2. 15 
AB 133 2 . 8 3 0. 9 5 6 3. 450 0. 197 : - 1 . 62 
C M c 5 3 2. 70 0. 9 1 2 . 3. 200 0. 4 4 7 -2. 6 5 
m C w • (.56 2. 26 0. 7 6 4 3. 181 0. 4 6 6 + 1. 10 
Ae 147 2. 0 5 0. , 6 9 3 3. 0 7 3 0. 574 + 2. 82 
C M w 74 2. 82 0. 9 5 3 3. 3 6 2 0. 285. -0. 54 
zC 89 2. 5 3 0. , 8 5 5 3. 2 3 7 0. 4 1 0 -0. 57 
Aw 419 2 . 7 5 0. , 9 2 9 3. 4 4 7 0. 2 0 0 -0. 92 
As 29 3. 0 2 1 , 0 2 0 3. 411 0. 2 3 6 + 2. 26 
A n 261 2. 46 0. 831 3. 3 4 2 0. 3 0 5 ' +1. 40 
AF 91 2. 49 0. . 841 3. 2 1 3 0. 434 -0. 74 
A 207 2. 41 0. . 8 1 4 3. 251 0. 3 9 6 + 1 . 14 
C 27 2 . 9 1 0. .983 3. 2 0 7 0. 4 4 0 -1. 0 3 
A v e r a g e of the v a l u e s (ET - E, ) 0. 360 
A v e r a g e w e i g h t e d a c c o r d 1ng 
to f r e q u e n c y P e c z e l y t y p e s 0. 3 3 3 
A B G t y p e s 
1 260 2 . 7 6 0, , 9 3 2 3. 4 5 8 0. 189 + 0. 52 
2 136 2. 6 9 0 . ^ 0 9 3. 421 0. 226 + 0. 06 
3 3 7 3 3. 0 5 1, . 0 3 0 3. 6 3 8 0. 0 0 9 -o. 09 
4 210 2 . 9 2 0. . 9 8 6 3. 5 3 2 0. 115 -0. 46 
5 2 7 7 3. 0 6 1. . 0 3 4 3. 5 4 5 0. 102 -0. 76 
6 . 105 3. 11 1 . 051 3. 550 0. 0 9 7 -0. 36 
7 308 2. 96 1, .000 3. 5 4 7 0. 100 + 0. 57 
8 171 2. 66 0 . 8 9 9 3. 3 9 4 0. 253 + 0. 3 3 
A v e r a g e of the .va 1ues (ET - E, ) 0. 301 
A v e r a g e we 1 g h t e d a c c o r d i n g 
to f r e q u e n c y A B G t y p e s 0- 2 0 9 
T a b l e VIII 
S t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n s a n d e n t r o p i e s of the d a l l y t e m p e r a t u r e 
a n o m a l i e s of the a u t u m n s e a s o n at S z e g e d ( 1 9 6 1 - 1 9 8 0 ) in the 
total p o p u l a t i o n as well a s in the s u b s e t s a r r a n g e d a c c o r d i n g 
to the P e c z e l y a n d the A B G m a c r o s y n o p t l c t y p e s . 
N = n u m b e r of c a s e s , S = s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n , °C, S t = S of t h e 
total p o p u l a t i o n , S, = S of the s u b s e t s , E = e n t r o p y , b i t , 
Et = E of the total p o p u l a t i o n , E, = E of the s u b s e t s 
N' s S i / S T E E T - EI A v e r a g e , ° C 
T o t a l 
p o p u l a t i o n 1820 3 . 7 1 3 . 8 0 6 0 . 0 0 
P e c z e I y t y p e s 
m C c 5 2 2. 64 0. 7 7 9 3. 157 0. , 6 4 9 -1. . 34 
AB 9 7 2. 41 0. 711 3. 2 7 2 0. 8 8 5 -2. , 48 
C M c 47- 3. 0 3 0. 8 9 2 3. 2 5 2 0. 6 3 3 -1. .33 
m C w . 175 3. 49 1. 0 2 9 3. 7 S 3 0. 0 5 3 + 2. 41 
Ae 3 1 3 2. 78 0. 8 1 8 3. 4 4 9 0. 3 5 7 + 1. , 30 
C M w 159 3. 5 7 1. 0 5 3 3. 8 0 6 0. 0 0 0 ' +1. , 49 
z C 6 7 2. 79 0. 8 2 2 3. 3 1 9 0. , 4 8 7 + 1. .51 
Aw 281 2. 74 0. 8 0 8 3. 4 5 6 0. 3 5 0 -0. ,94 
As 102 2. 50 0. 7 3 7 3. 2 6 8 0. , 5 3 8 + 1 . ,05 
A n 211 3. 25 0. 9 5 9 3. 6 3 2 0. 174 • -0. 7 3 
A F 3 8 4. 06 . 1. 1 9 7 3. 5 4 4 0. 2 6 2 -2. , 36 
A 2 6 3 3. 27 0 9 6 5 3. 691 0. 115 -1. 49 
C 15 2. 3 0 0. 6 7 7 2. 6 0 6 1 . , 2 0 0 -0. , 6 5 
A v e r a g e of the v a l u e s (E t E, ) 0. . 4 0 6 
A v e r a g e . we 1 g h t e d a c c o r d i n g 
to f r e q u e n c y P e c z e l y t y p e s 0. 2 8 2 
A B G t y p e s 
1 166 3. 38 0. 0 1 0 3. , 721 0. 0 8 5 + 0. 37 
2 . 74 .3. 55 1. 0 4 7 3. , 5 4 8 0. , 2 5 8 + 1. 2 5 
3 7 8 3. 9 9 1. 177 3. , 9 9 2 -0. 186 -0. 9 7 
4 118 3. 30 0. 9 7 3 3, ,634 0. 1 7 2 -1. 97 
5 6 8 2. 9 0 0. 8 5 5 3. ,360 0. 4 4 6 + 1. 7 8 
6 86 4. 17 1. 2 3 0 3. ,912 -0. 106 -0. 8 8 
7 184 3. 6 4 '1. .074 3. 8 1 7 -0. 0 1 1 - 0 . 0 5 
8 . 2 2 8 2. ,59 0. 7 6 4 3. , 3 4 8 0. 4 5 8 -0. 8 2 
.9 . 142 3. 12 0. 9 2 0 3. ,610 0. 196 + 0. 42 
10 1 1 3 ' 3. ,37 0. 9 9 4 3, , 5 9 3 0. 2 1 3 + 0. 32 
11 149 3. , 14 0. 9 2 6 3. , 621 0. 185 *0. 46 
12 58 3. .83 1. 130 3, ,731 0. ,075 + 0. 91 
13 131 ' 3. 0 3 0. 8 9 4 3. ,569 0. ,237 +0. 5 8 
14 107 2. , 6 5 0. 7 8 2 3. , 3 9 8 0. 4 0 8 + 1. 34 
15 118 3. 04 0. 8 9 7 3. , 4 8 8 0. 3 1 8 - 1 . 10 
A v e r a g e of t h e . v a l u e s (ET • E, ) 0. , 183 
A v e r a g e w e l g h t e d a c c o r d i n g 
to f r e q u e n c y A B G t y p e s 0. , 197 
T a b l e III 
S t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n s a n d e n t r o p i e s o f the d a i l y t e m p e r a t u r e 
a n o m a l i e s of the w i n t e r s e a s o n at S z e g e d < 1 9 6 1 - 1980) 1n the 
total p o p u l a t i o n as well es in the s u b s e t s a r r a n g e d a c c o r d i n g 
to the P e c z e l y a n d the A B G m a c r o s y n o p t 1 c t y p e s . 
N = n u m b e r of c a s e s , S = s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n , °C, S T = S of the 
total p o p u l a t i o n , s ' T = S of the s u b s e t s ;. E = entro| 
E T = E of the total p o p u l a t i o n , E, = E of the s u b s e t s 
N S S> /ST E E T - E, Averagi 
T o t a l * 
p o p u I at 1 o n 1 8 4 0 4. 39 4. 139 o. 00 
P e c z e 1 y t y p e s 
m C c 8 7 3. 6 5 0. 831 3. 6 9 2 0. 4 4 7 + 0. 60 
AB 7 6 4-. 0 8 0. 9 2 9 3. 7 3 3 0. 4 0 5 _ O 56 
C M c 6 6 • ' 3. 79 0. 8 6 3 3. 6 8 9 0. 450 - 1 . 76 
m C w 187 3. 74 0. 8 5 2 3. 8 2 3 0. 3 1 5 + 2. 87 
Ae 301 3. 8 5 0. 8 7 7 3. 9 0 9 0. 2 3 0 + 0. 2 0 
C M w 1 164 3. 8 8 0. 8 8 4 3. 9 4 8 0. 1.90 + 1. 71 
zC 9 3 2. 79 0. 6 3 6 3. 430 0. 7 0 8 + 3. 57 
Aw 2 3 3 3. 42 0. 7 7 9 3. 6 8 5 0. 4 5 3 + 1. 0 8 
As 10Ö 3. 58 0. 8 1 5 3. 7 7 5 0. 3 6 3 + 2. 00 
A n 2 6 5 3. 72 0. 8 4 7 3. 8 5 7 0. 281 • -2. 79 
A F 47 3. 50 . 0. 7 9 7 3. 4 5 0 0. 6 8 9 -2. 72 
A 175 4. 81 1. 0 9 6 4. 0 7 0 0. 0 6 4 -3. 2 3 
C 16 2. 5 8 0. 5 8 7 O 4 8 3 0. 440 + 2. 57 
A v e r a g e of the v a l u e s (Er • E, ) 0. 481 
A v e r a g e we I g h t e d a c c o r d i ng 
to f r e q u e n c y P e c z e l y type 'S 0. 3 3 8 
A B G t y p e s 
1 120 3. 6 3 0. 8 2 7 3. 7 9 3 0. 3 4 6 + 1. 88 
2 133 4. 06 0. 9 2 5 3. 8 8 8 0. 251 + 1. 02 
3 102 4. 8 8 1. 112 4. 0 3 3 0. 106 -2. 47 
4 114 3. 9 4 0. 8 9 7 3. 801 0. 3 3 8 + 0. 87 
5 105 4. 0 3 0. 9 1 8 3. 7 1 2 0. 4 2 7 + 2. 04 
6 107 4. 8 2 1. 0 9 8 4. 0 7 3 0. 0 6 6 + 1. 9 7 
7 133 4. 7 0 1. 071 4. 103 0. 0 3 6 -1. 78 
• 8 115 2. 9 7 0. .677 3. 5 5 7 0. 5 8 2 + 2. 9 7 
9 45 3. 5 3 0. 8 0 4 3. 4 7 3 0. 6 6 6 + 1. 88 
10 ' 8 3 4. 7 5 1. 0 8 2 4. 109 0. 0 3 0 -2. 11 
11 2 0 5 3. 9 7 0. 9 0 4 3. 9 3 4 0. 2 0 5 -1. 6 0 
12 8 3 3. 3 0 0. 7 5 2 3. 6 2 5 Ó. 5 1 4 + 0. 40 
13 47 4. 13 0. 941 3. 6 7 2 o\ 4 6 7 -3. 28 
14 3 2 3. 25 0. 7 4 0 3. 3 5 5 0. 7 8 4 + 0. 57 
15 89 3. 38 0. 7 7 0 3. 6 5 3 0. 4 8 6 -2. 59 
16 7 5 3. 6 7 0. 8 3 6 3. 5 8 7 0. 5 5 2 -0. 96 
17 2 1 2 4. 3 0 0. 9 5 7 3. 9 6 0 0. 179 + 1. 52 
A v e r a g e of the v a l u e s (ET " E ' > 0. 3 5 5 
A v e r a g e w e 1 g h t e d a c c o r d i n g 
to f r e q u e n c y A B G t y p e s 0. 2 9 7 
17 
T a b l e III 
E n t r o p i e s of the d i r e c t i o n s of d a i l y m a x i m u m w i n d g u s t s of the 
s p r i n g s e a s o n at S z e g e d ( 1 9 6 1 - 1 9 8 0 ) In the total p o p u l a t i o n as 
well as In the s u b s e t s a r r a n g e d a c c o r d i n g to the P e o z e l y a n d 
the A B G m a c r o s y n o p t i c types. 
N = n u m b e r of c a s e s , E = e n t r o p y , bit, E, = E of the total 
p o p u l a t i o n , Ei = E of the s u b s e t s 
N E Et - E, 
T o t a l • 
popu1 a 11 on 1840 3. 7 8 8 - -
P e c z e 1 y types 
m C c 118 3. 116 0. 6 7 2 
AB 119 3. 4 3 7 0. 351 
C M c 9 5 3. 380 0. 4 0 8 
m C w 244 3. 6 7 5 0. 113 
Ae 2 0 8 3. 331 0. 4 5 7 
C M w ' 188 3. 6 4 7 0. 141 
zC 98 3. 480 0. 3 0 8 
Aw 256 3. 280 . o. 5 0 8 
As 52 3. 551 0. 2 3 7 
A n 2 3 7 3. 7 4 3 0. 0 4 5 
A F 86 3. 466 ,0. 3 2 2 
A 101 3. 814 -0. 0 2 6 
C 38 3. 296 0. 4 9 2 
A v e r a g e of the v a l u e s (E, E, > 0. 3 1 0 
A v e r a g e w e i g h t e d a c c o r d i n g 
to f r e q u e n c y P e c z e 1 y t y p e s 0. 291 
A B G t y p e s 
1 103 3. 5 2 5 0. 2 6 3 
2 234 3. 7 3 3 0. 0 5 5 
3 123 3. 6 2 3 0. 165 
4 76 3. 7 9 0 -0. 0 0 2 
5 106 3. 7 2 8 0. 0 6 0 
• 6 67 3. 654 0. 134 
7 177 3. 760 0. 0 2 8 
8 56 3. 4 3 0 0. 3 5 8 
9 8 3. 000 0. 7 8 8 
10 164 3. 7 2 7 0. 061 
11 6 8 3. 4 6 3 0. 3 2 5 
12 34 3. 245 0. 5 4 3 
13 76 3. 659 0. 129 
14 136 3. 655 0. 133 
IS 9 7 3. 6 1 5 0. 173 
16 70 3. 510 0. 2 7 8 
17 . 55 3. 394 0. 394 
18 79 3. 582 0. 206 
19 111 3. 489 0. 2 9 9 
A v e r a g e of the va 1ues (E, • E, ) 0. . 231 
A v e r a g e w e i g h t e d a c c o r d i n g 
. 159 to f r e q u e n c y A B G types 0. 
18 
T a b l e VI 
E n t r o p i e s of the d i r e c t i o n s of d a l l y m a x i m u m w i n d g u s t s of the 
s u m m e r s e a s o n at S z e g e d ( 1 9 6 1 - 1 9 8 0 ) In the total p o p u l a t i o n as 
well a s in t h e s u b s e t s a r r a n g e d a c c o r d i n g to the P e c z e l y a n d 
the A B G m a c r o s y n o p t 1 c t y p e s . 
N = number. of c a s e s , E = e n t r o p y , b i t , E T » E of t h e total 
p o p u l a t i o n , E, = E of t h e s u b s e t s 
N E Er - E 
T o t a l 
popu1 a 11 o n 1 8 4 0 3. 7 3 5 
P e c z e 1 у t y p e s 
m C c 154 3. 172 . 0. 5 6 3 
A B 1 3 3 3. 2 2 9 0. 5 0 6 
C M c 5 3 3. 0 3 3 0. 7 0 2 
m C w 156 3. 5 2 5 0. 2 1 0 
A e 1 4 7 3. 4 70 0. 2 6 5 
C M u 7 4 3. 6 7 8 0. 0 5 7 
z C 8 9 3. 5 1 7 0. 2 1 8 
Aw 4 1 9 3. 2 1 2 0. 5 2 3 
As 2 9 3. 3 8 8 0. 3 4 7 
A n 2 6 1 3. 6 5 7 0. 0 7 8 
A F 91 3. 4 7 6 0. 2 5 9 
A 2 0 7 3. 7 4 6 -0. 01 1 
С 2 7 3. 176 0. 5 5 9 
A v e r a g e of t h e v a l u e s <E, - E, ) 0 . 3 2 9 
A v e r a g e w e i g h t e d a c c o r d i n g 
to f r e q u e n c y P e c z e l y t y p e s 0 . 3 1 1 
A B G t y p e s 
1 2 6 0 3. 7 2 4 0. 0 1 1 
2 136 3. 5 3 6 0. 199 
3 3.73 3. 6 3 2 0. 103 
4 2 1 0 3. 7 5 2 -0. 0 1 7 
5 2 7 7 3. 5 1 9 0. 2 1 6 
6 105 3. , 5 3 5 0. 2 0 0 
7 3 0 8 3. 7 9 7 - 0 . 0 6 2 
8 • 171 3. . 6 6 5 0. 0 7 0 
A v e r a g e of t h e v a l u e s (ET • E, ) 0. 0 9 0 
A v e r a g e w e i g h t e d a c c o r d i n g 
to f r e q u e n c y A B G t y p e s 0. 0 7 5 
1.9 
T a b l e VI1 
lîntroplès of the d i r e c t i o n s of d a i l y m a x i m u m w i n d g u s t s of the 
a u t u m n s e a s o n a t S z e g e d 1 1 9 6 1 - 1 9 6 0 ) in the total p o p u l a t i o n as 
well a s Iri t h e s u b s e t s a r r a n g e d a c c o r d i n g to the P e c z & l y a n d 
the A B G m a c r o s y n o p t 1 c t y p e s . 
N = n u m b e r of c a s e s , E = e n t r o p y , b i t , E, = E of thp total 
p o p u l a t i o n , E, = E of the s u b s e t s 
N E Er - E, 
T o t a I 
p o p u l a t i o n 1 8 2 0 3 . 7 5 6 
P e c z e l y t y p e s 
m C c 5 2 3. 157 0. 5 9 9 
A B 9 7 3. 0 2 0 0. 7 3 6 
C M c 4 7 3. 294 0. 4 6 2 
m C w 175 3. 2 9 6 0. 4 6 0 
Ae 31.3 3. 0 5 3 • 0. 7 0 3 
C M w 159 3. 5 4 0 0. 2 1 6 
zC. 67 3. 2 6 9 • 0. 4 8 7 
A w 2 3 1 3. 180 0. 5 7 6 
As 10?. 3. 4 3 7 0. 3 1 9 
A n 211 3. 4 7 5 0. 281 
A F 3 8 3. 0 6 3 0. 6 7 3 
A 2 6 3 3. 6 4 6 -0. 0 9 0 
C 15 3. O S 7 0. 6 9 9 
A v e r a g e of the va 1ues <E t -• E, ) 0. 371. 
A v e r a g e w e i g h t e d a c c o r d i n g 
to f r e q u e n c y P e c z e l y t y p e s 0. 4 1 6 
A B G ty ges 
1' 166 3. 5 1 8 0. 2 3 8 
2 74 3. 5 2 0 0. 2 3 6 
3 7 8 3. 6 4 0 0. 1.16 
. 4 118 2. 8 6 5 0. 871 
S 6 9 3. 6 9 0 o>. 0 6 6 
6 86 3. 422 o: 33.4 
7 184 3. 4 7 2 0. 2 8 4 
8 2 2 8 ' 3. 752 0. 0 0 4 
9 142 3. 7 2 7 0. 0 2 9 
10 •113 3. 5 9 0 0. 168 
1 l 149 3. 6 8 5 0. 0 7 1 
12 5 8 3. 165 0. 591 
13 131 '3. 641 0. 1 15 
14 107 3. 301 • 0. 4 5 5 
15 1 18 3. 5 2 0 0. 2 3 6 
A v e r a g e of the v a l u e s (Et - E,) 
A v e r a g e w e i g h t e d a c c o r d i n g 
to f r e q u e n c y A B G t y p e s 
0. 2 5 4 
0 . 2 2 8 
T a b l e VIII 
E n t r o p i e s of the d i r e c t i o n s of d a l l y m a x i m u m w i n d g u s t s of the 
w i n t e r s e a s o n a t S z e g e d ( 1 9 6 1 - 1 9 8 0 ) in the total p o p u l a t i o n as 
well as In the s u b s e t s a r r a n g e d a c c o r d i n g to the P e c z e l y a n d 
the A B G m a c r o s y n o p t I c t y p e s . 
N = n u m b e r of c a s e s , E = e n t r o p y , bit, E T = E of the total 
p o p u l a t i o n , Ei - E of the s u b s e t s 
N E E, - E, 
Total 
p o p u l a t i o n 1800 3 . 7 2 0 
P e c z e l y t y p e s 
m C c 8 7 3. 0 9 0 0. 6 3 0 
AB 76 3. 3 5 0 0. 370 
C M c 66 3. 3 5 0 0. 370 
m C w 187 3. 314 0. 4 0 6 
Ae 301 2. 9 9 0 0. 730 
C M w " 154 3. 4 2 2 0. 2 9 8 
zC 9 3 3. 4 6 2 . 0. 2 5 8 
Aw 2 3 3 3. 3 2 2 0. 3 9 8 
As 100 3. 3 5 8 0. 3 6 2 
A n 265 3. 3 8 0 0. 340 
AF 47 2. 7 7 6 0. 9 4 4 
A 175 3. 6 0 8 0. 112 
C 16 3. 0 7 8 0. 6 4 2 
A v e r a g e of the v a l u e s (ET -• E, ) .0. 451 
A v e r a g e w e i g h t e d a c c o r d i n g 
to f r e q u e n c y P e c z e l y t y p e s 0. 426 
A B G t y p e s 
1 120 3. 3 2 6 0. 394 
2 133 3. 5 1 7 0. 203 
3 102 • 3. 5 7 3 0. 147 
4 i 14 3. 561 0. 159 
5 105 3. 554 0. 166 
6 107 3. 4 8 6 0. 234 
7 133 3. 4 8 2 0. 2 3 8 
8 115 3. 3 6 2 0. 3 5 8 
9 . 45 3. 0 3 0 0. 6 9 0 
10 8 3 3. 469 0. 251 
11 205 3. 534 0. 186 
12 8 3 3. 401 0. 319 
13 . 4 7 3. 0 7 5 0. 6 4 5 
14 3 2 3. 5 4 4 0. 176 
15 89 3. 6 2 3 0. 0 9 7 
16 75 3. 564 0. 156 
17 2 1 2 3. 4 3 3 0. 2 8 7 
A v e r a g e of the v a l u e s (Er - Ei) 
A v e r a g e w e i g h t e d a c c o r d i n g 
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D E T E R M I N A T I O N O F S E A S O N A L M A C R O S Y N O P T I C T Y P E S 
U S I N G C L U S T E R A N A L Y S I S A N D R O T A T E D E O F A N A L Y S I S 
b y 
Judith Bartholy 
CEMTRAL HETE0R0L0G1CAL INSTITUTE, BUDAPEST, HUNGARY 
Évszakos takroszinoptikus tipusrendszerek meghatározása rotált eiplrikus ortogonális fOggvényana-
anallzis és clusteramllzis felhasználásával. A tanulmány rövid összefoglalását adja egy sokéves 
vizsgálatsorozatnak, melyben kísérlet történt évszakos nakrocirkulációs osztályozások létrehozására az 
atlanti-európai szektorban, illetve az északi hemiszféra térségére. A kűlönbözö matematikai statisztikai 
módszer módszerekkel létrehozott tlpusrendszerek összehasonlító elemzésére is kitér a dolgozat. 
A short summary is presented of a research carried out in the last few years. In this work an at-
tempt Has made to establish seasonal macrocirculational classifications for the Atlantic-European region 
and for the Northern Hemisphere. Comparative examinations of macrosynoptic systems produced by different 
mathematical statistical methods are discussed too. 
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 
As early as in the 1950s and 1960s climatological and macrosynoptical 
classifications were made by several researchers for example D2ERD2EJE VSKI1 
(1946), VmEMEJH iB0LDT1HSWA - 1964), HESS and BRE2DHSKY 11969), LAHB (1972) e t c . , with 
different aims and for different geographical regions. In each case differ-
ent criteria were taken as bases of classification (the geographical posi-
tion of cyclones and anticyclones, the direction of ridges, etc.). A common 
feature of these early classifications was that both creating the classes 
and arranging the phenomena were subjective processes and were carried out 
with the help of the human eye and synoptical practice. 
With the widerspread use of high-capacity computers more objective 
methods have become possible. A new branch of mathematics, cluster analysis 
deals with the problems of classification algorithms. Some good summaries 
on this topic are given by AIWEKBERG (1973), SPATH <t9S0). Several attempts have 
been made in the recent past at meteorological application of clustering 
procedures: SULOCHAHA (1980) made a precipitation classification for the region 
of India, HARTHAN (I9B4) classified the tropical cloud configurations, and 
PAHAGIOTIS (1984; gave a classification of weather situations in Greece. KftdlllHGA 
(1979) and HARYOH (1965) made typisation on the basis of 500 mb height fields. 
In the last years we have also applied several kinds of clustering 
technique in our researches, and created objective macrocirculation systems 
for large regions. The aim of this work was to eliminate the subjectively 
coded HESS-BRE2DUSHY macrosynoptic system from the analogous forecasting model 
used by the Central Forecasting Institute of the Meteorological Service of 
Hungary. In our first work [AHBROZY-BARTIIOLY-GULYAS (198311 we made a system for the 
Atlantic-European region. With the increased validity period of the fore-
casts, however, it become necessary to make a hemispheric scale system. So, 
later on, in our experiments we made attempts at hemispherical clustering 
of the 500 and 700 mb height level by means of different classification 
algorithms. Probably due to the high number of dimensions, these classes 
were not separeted from each other sufficiently. Therefore, prior to the 
use of the classification algorithms a procedure for feature extraction and 
for data reduction was carried out on the entire data base: the rotated 
empirical orthogonal function analysis. 
2 . A t t e m p t s a t c l u s t e r i n g 
Since the meteorological application of clustering is not yet much 
used, I'm going to give a brief summary of the principles of the procedures 
we used and their place among the methods of clustering. Cluster analysis, 
as a rule, has a dual aim: first, to explore the structure of the set of 
objects; second, to select the separate objects in such a way that the 
similar ones get into the same group, while the differing ones are placed 
in different classes. 
The cluster analysis method can be divided into two main types: the 
hierarchical and the non-hierarchical methods. The methods included in the 
first group constitute a hierarchical system of clusters in such way that 
any two clusters are either disjoint or one of them implies the other. The 
hierarchical methods belong either to the agglomerative or the divisive 
type, depending on whether they reach the hierarchical system of clusters 
by unification or by division. Non-hierarchical methods can also be divided 
into two parts, namely, the overlapping and the disjoint classifications, 
depending on whether the grouping allows overlappings between the cluster 
or not. 
Another important component of cluster analysis, the connection func-
tion, is also of two types: similarity function or non-uniformity function, 
depending on whether they take their maximum values in case of similarity 
or non-uniformity of the objects. In the past years in our researches hier-
archical agglomerative and non-h'ierarch ical disjoint methods are used, and 
in every case the classification was performed with the use of a connection 
function of the similarity type. 
3 . A t l a n t i c - E u r o p e a n r e g i o n 
In our first clustering attempt based on the daily 500 mb height 
fields, we constructed a seasonal system for the Atlantic-European region. 
Here the separate types represented the macrocirculational situations most 
characteristic of the season. For determining the classes the dynamical 
"fc-raeans" method worked out by HcQUEEH (¡9671 was used which belongs to the 
non-hierarchical disjoint methods. In the algorithm the computation was 
carried out with similarity connection functions according to EUCLIDEAN 
metrics. In the iteratively approximating version of method, the stability 
of the system during the separate iterations was measured by the number of 
objects regrouped in' a new type (non-identical with that of the previous 
iteration). Figure 1 illustrates the pressure maps of AT=c>o, RTooo/iooo and 
of surface level of the spring type. The first one was obtained as a 
result of clustering, and the latter two were computed on the basis of the 
archive of the full time-series. The seasonal cluster system contains 19 
spring, 8 summer, 15 autumn and. 17 winter types. To measure the effective-
ness of the types we considered the external and internal distances of the 
systems which, by definition, represent the distances between the class 
centers and the internal radius of the various classes respectively. Inter-
nal radius: the average distance of all the fields included in the given 
type, from the cluster center. 
With this classification we succeeded in reducing the internal dis-
tances by 42 per cent, and in increasing the external distances on average 
by 60-70 per cent in comparison with the HESS-BREZOHSKY macrosynoptic system. 
This means a better filling and spanning of the physically given 80 dimen-
sional space (the Atlantic-European region is represented by 80 grid point 
values). The good results of this systematization were confirmed by the 
comparative verification results obtained after its insertion in to the 
long-range forecasting model. 
Ftl, i V eiш for ifrlnç m m of thi cJuitir »yitii for thi МШИе-Сигоцш rifío» 
T h e N o r t h e r n H e m i s p h e r e 
In our further experiments the investigated geographic region was 
e.'ipindsJ to the Northern Hemisphere; for tr-chnical reasons we switched over 
to the 700 inb Level (on 500 ma there was a significant lack of data for 
this region in the data set at our disposal!; and ws c.hose ?. 1 эгоег time 
icales the fields of decade average?, instead of daily fields. Lik® fffilWP 
(1985) and HAHlCil (1)85) in their classifications for the Atlantic-f'.uropepn 
region, wa also made our hemispherical cluster system for fc natural =г;эвопз 
(Jan.-Febr., (larch-Apr.. etc.) The low sample eiza do^'S not. саито a prob-
lem: as running means of decade fit»)r4i wfire u&ed In our ret-en ct.î s, there 
нэк no reductions of the data set compared to the d<?i!y field set; onlv a 
smnotlung was applied. The analysis carried cut on the data series of a 
'S5 year period (1950-1984) of the W//C (national Meteorological Center), 
Uashiugton, D. C. 
Two attempts were made at clustering the running decade field-;. In 
one case the hierarchical agg UinKTative, in the cither ess« the non"hier-
archical disjoint, non dynamical "k-me.,:,n;" method was used, similarly to 
the investigation of the At lantic-European region. In both cases, for each 
season there were determined 10 typtJs. In the investigations each hemi-
spheric running means of 700 mo oocada fU'ltl was characterised by 358 grid 
point values, each representing approximately equal • tarri t o n e s . The re-
sults satisfied us moderately: the types of the tlass systems did not 
separate WPII-, presumably due to the high dimension numbers. 
We were confident that carrying out an empirical orthogonal function 
analysis; (к. OF) prior to the implementation of the.* clustering procedures, 
the reduction in dimension number allowed by the concentration of the in-
formation will give better results. Л comparative evaluatio.i of the cluster 
systems will be discussed later. 
S-. J o i n t a p p l i c a t i o n of t h e r o t a t e d e m p i r i c a l o r t h o g o n a l 
f u n c t i o n analyst.!) a n d t h e c l u s t e r i n g 
For reasons described above we сЦ'-nliecl a combined method, in which 
clustering was' done after having carried out the EOF analysis of the fields 
and variman rotation of the amplitudes. The EOF analysis was first used by 
LOHilC <19%> and CILHAH dim). In С Ш 1 Ш ' з investigations <IH9> the hemispherical 
500 mb fields are represented with the expansion coefficients of the fields 
ei-'parided by eigenvectors of thu correlation matrh:, and t.he coefficients of 
the field are used as the data base of analog forecasting procedure. So the 
procedure is appli.-'l as a feature extraction and data reduction method. The 
ЕПК analysis - besides its several advantages described by WALLACE (1972), 
mitlTON and LIVEUY (1185), etc. - was u=f?d by us mainly in the Ш М Ш - Ш sense. 
In the procedure the eigenvalue equation of the correlation matrix of- the 
•standardized data set is solved. The obtained eigenvectors are orthogonal, 
but their physical interpretediori is difficult. Carrying out the v a H m a x 
rotation analysed in detail among others by HODAL /1981) and НАШ1 <V:60I, we 
obtain results that can be interpreted better physically, at.a price of a 
little deterioration of orthoqenэ.1 ity. Inside the separate modes rotation 
m a m m a I i-er. v a r i a m s and eliminates smoothing caused by averaging, and it 
represents another feature extraction procedure. 
After ths EOF analysis f-i 1 the rotation «very field of every season 
is characterized by 10 coeffii.ii.nts and, after carrying out our iterative 
clustering procedure on these data as the data base, for each season therfj 
are obtained 10 types. In the clustering procedure there were made several 
attempts at selecting the initial cluster centers in order to accelerate 
the coni-ergency of the method. Naturally, in order to obtain the final 

hg. 2b 7 " class for Hinter season of the northern heiisphericil cluster systet (the lethod used 
rotared EOF anal/sis and dynancil duster technics), 700 ib, anoaalies 
28 
class centers, the inverse transformation of the rotation and the restora-
tion of the 700 mb cluster centers have to be accomplished on the basis of 
the EOF coefficients and the eigenvectors. As an example, Figure 2 illus-
trates the 700 mb height and anomaly fields of' type Ho.7 of the winter 
season (January-February). 
C o m p a r a t i v e e v a l u a t i o n 
During the 3 clustering experiments for the Northern Hemisphere and 
for the Atlantic-European region the stability of classifications was 
checked separately for each method. The mathematical background of the 
methods ensures the convergence of the algorithms in the classification 
procedures used. The invariance of the procedures on- the randomly chosen 
initial cluster centers was checked. 
In these' methods each iteration sweeps through the whole data set 
once and every field is placed in a class. So, counting the fields placed 
in a new class (differing from' the previous inclusion) a good index can be 
obtained for the stability of the cluster system. In Table I the final sta-
bility indices are demonstrated (for each method uniformly 12 iterations 
were made). It can be seen that, while in the case of the clustering after 
the hemispherical rotated EOF analysis, in the last iteration only 0.3 per 
cent of the fields were regrouped into a new class (altogether 7 fields), 
in the other two case their number was almost 5-10 times higher. 
The external and internal distances of the three hemispherical clus-
ter systems (using hierarchical, dynamical, EOF + dynamical methods) were 
compared. These results are shown in Table II. It can be'seen that the pro-
cedure applying the EOF analysis compared to the hierarchical method; 
1/ ensures a separation between the clusters about 30 per cent better 
(increase of the external distances); 2/ the different clusters are concen-
trated around the type centers 22 per cent better (reduction of the inter-
nal radius of' the classes). These results are mean values, after averaging 
for 6 seasons. 
The relatively little mean internal and great mean external distances 
can be evaluated positively if it is not accompanied by extreme frequency 
distribution for each type. But this condition is also fulfilled, because 
the amount of data included in the separate types is not less than 6 and 
not more than 17 per cent of the whole data set. The life-time of the sep-
arate types is on average two weeks, but naturally, it varies greatly 
varies depending on the seasons and types. 
It was demonstrated that out of the 3 classification methods for the 
Northern Hemisphere, the system with clustering after a rotated EOF analy-
sis is the best one in all aspects, therefore we are going to use this in 
our long-range forecasting analog method. Insertation into the model and 
the verification work is being done. 
Table VIII 
Instability indices for the two dynamical and the combined «ethads (the recorded field nuibers 
by the last iteration given in percentage) 
fltl. - Eur. region Northern Heeisphere 
» e t h o d s 
Dynaaical Dynaaical EOF • Dynaaical 
Instability 2.5 I 1.3 i 0.3 X 
indices 
Table II 
Separation indices between the classes and concentration indices inside the classes (changes of external 
and internal distances in percentage), calculated for each pars of the 3 sethods 
a e t h o d s 
Hierarch. - Dynamical Dynamical - EOF + Dynaaical Hierarch. - EOF + Dynaaical 
Increasing of the 11 I LB X 29 % 
external distances 
Decreasing of the 8 X M % 22 i 
internal distances 
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I S O C H R O N E S O F T H E W E T T E S T M O N T H S IN C O N T I N E N T A L A R E A S 
by • 
G. Koppány 
A legcsapadékasabb bt napok itochronjai kontinentális t erőieteken. A dolgozat célja, hogy bemutassa 
az év legcsapadékosabb hónapjának fáziseltolódását a kontinentális területeken. Adatbázisként Éghajlati 
csapadékadatok szolgáltak, négpedig Európából 122, a Szovjetunióból 66, Észak-Amerikából 70, Dél-Azsiából 
72, Magyarországról 750 és kiegészítő vizsgálat céljára Ausztráliából 48 állomásról, rieglehetflsc-n szoros 
korreláció mutatkozik az év legcsapadékosabb hónapjának fázisa és a földrajzi szélesség között Európában, a 
Szovjetunióban és Észak-Amerikában. A legcsapadékosabb hónap isochronjai többe-kevésbé bonyolult képet mu-
tatnak Üél-Azsiában és Ausztáliában, másrészt jóval nagyobb ál Ion As sűrűség használatával mezőid iiratikus 
hatások mutathatók ki Magyarországon, 
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the displacement in phases of maximutn precipitation in 
continental areas. Climatic data ara U6c-d of Europe (122 stations), Soviet Union (66 stations), North 
America (70 stations), South Asia (72 stations), Hungary (730 stations) and for additional investigation 48 
stations of Australia. Rather close correlations eiúst between the phases of the wettest months and lati-
tude in continental areas of Europe, Soviet Union aid North America. The isochrones of the wettest months 
exhibit more or less complicated distribution in South Asia, Australia, Nhile using much greater density of 
stations the effect of mesoclimatic factors is demonstrated in Hungary. 
I n t r o d u c t i o n 
The mean annual variation of precipitation, in a geographical region, 
is determined by two basic factorial seasonal features of the general atmos-
pheric circulation and annual variation of the temperature in the same re-
gion. The forner factor prodtices e.g. dry summers in Mediterranean climate 
due to meridional shift of the subtropical high pressure belt, and rainy 
winters, when extratropical cyclones dominate in this area. The double 
maximum of annual variation in the equatorial zone is subject to the an-
nual course of sun's declination, or the meridional shift of ITC. In this 
region the annual variation of temperature is negligible. Between 15-25° 
latitudes a single appearance of ITC results in one short rainy season. 
The second factor is effective, if the annual amplitude of tempera-
ture is significant, i.e. in moderate and high latitudes and far from tem-
pering influence of the sea. It is evident that in these areas the maximum 
of the rain occurs during the warmer half-year. Its simpliest explanation 
is that the air may contain much more water vapor in the warm season, hence 
the precipitable water is generally greater, than in the cold season. E.g. 
the specific humidity of satureted air is as much as 20 g/k at. +25=C, 3,7 
g/kg at 0 QC, and 1,6 g/kg at -10°, respectively. The unstable sratification 
of the lower troposphere and the convective activity also contribute to 
formation of the summer rain. 
The annual amplitude of temperature exceeds 20°C in most part of 
Europe, it varies between 23-60°C in the territory of Soviet Union, it 
reaches 20-40°C ov>ar a great part of North America. The purpose of this pa-
per is to investigate the isochrones of the wettest months in these areas 
and to search regularities in their geographic distribution. This investi-
gations includes only the territory of Europe, North America, Soviet Union, 
and South Asia-, the formation of precipitation over the other part of Asia 
is strongly depending on the mountains resulting in complicated distribu-
tion of isochrones. The extratropical regions of South America, Africa, and 
Australia are too small for large scale analysis. 
Ampui11"? of annual precipitation, the wettest and driest months in 
Futnpe, Asia and America неге tabulated by AUSOV (WQI, However, the numbers 
at stations in these tables are insufficient; far a comprehensive analysis 
oyer these continents. Similar survey was given for various climatic re-
gions by Ш Ш У (1968), but the avialable data in thi.s war! чге al^n inquf 
ficient. More detailed view is comprised in HnrJd Survey г/ CI ipatology, 
Ceil,7 about the wettest months in the Soviet Union in form maps and tahlBH 
lirDflLPH, 1977). BASIN and СКОПЦУ (198?) give a survey of annual precipifcatUfln 
variation in North America, ftt the Pepariflneni of Ci ¡ontology in S nogoil 
University lHungary) 6, KRISTOf 11987) is engaged in analysing loochronps of tihR 
wettest months in co-operation with the author. Her research is limited fqr 
the continental territory of Europe. 
It is noteworthy that the mean wettest; month may change more or 
from one decade to another due ' to long lasting variations in tho genura} 
circulation. E.g. in Pudapest, according to observations from Ш 1 1 (fifTIfLY, 
1147) the wettest month in decadal average varies from May to Hqwsnihfcir, 
though most frequently it appears in May or June, In this respect thei'H rtre 
differences in data taken from many European stations, comparing the 
wettest months in different series (Linies He teorologische; l'asi-heiibucfr, 
J.Band, t962; Climatic normals, НПО, llo 117, T.P, "52, 1962} KCHLY, ¡914), 
Nevertheless, these differsnpes dq not influence significantly thp geo-
graphical distribution erf relevant isqchrcines in territories as large as 
continents. 
Е м г о р а 
The prbcipitation regime of Ецгрре is determined by three climatic 
effects: 
. 1. ¿\tlaiitic ocean with its smooth annual distribution of precipita-
tion, and relatively small annua! variation, 
2. Hedi tenranean climate, here the maitimum rain occurs in colder 
half-year, and the annual variation is rather varying, 
1. Contiriental climate with maximum precipitation in warmer half-
year, and the annual variations are generally greater, than in the Atlantic 
climats, 
In this research 113 European and 9 Turkish stations were used,* The 
wettest month of the year was established for each station, as well as the 
annual amount of precipitation, and the annual variations U O in per cent 
•f the annual amount: 
ma;;, monthly precip, (mm) - min, monthly precip. (mm) 
' annual amount (mm) 
The 123 stations were classified, as follows: 
1, Atlantic climate (Al, Maximum monthly precipitation may occur in any 
season, the annual amount ranges generally between 700 and 1400 mm, the 
annua} variations are as much as 4-0 per cent. 30 stations belong to this 
class. 
2. Mediterranean clinate (II). Maximum monthly prec ipi tation occurs in 
colder season, the annual amount is generally 400-900 mm, the annual vari-
ations range between 6 and 17 per cent, 24 European, and 4 Turkish stations 
belong to this region, 
*~8ee in APPEND IX, Table I 
3. Continental climate (C). The wettest month occurs in warmer half-year, 
the annual amount is generally 400-1100 mm, the annual variations range 
between 6 and 12 per cent. 60 European and 5 Turkish stations belong to 
this area. 
The maximum precipitation appears in colder half-year (October-March) 
in 72.4 per cent of the stations belonging to the Atlantic climate, in 93 
per cent of the stations belonging to the Mediterranean climate, however it 
appears in warmer half-year (Apri 1-September)' in 97 per cent of the 
stations belonging to the continental climate. 
In Fig 1 thick line denotes boundary between three climatic regions. 
In continental area thin lines denote the isochrones of the wettest months. 
The isochrones' are denoted by dotted lines in European part of Soviet 
Union, because the Soviet stations will be discussed in the next .chapter of 
this paper. In Fig 1 it is evident that the maximum is lagging from one 
month to another towards the higher latitudes: over.a part of Balkan Penin-
sula, Turkey and Hungary the wettest month is May, in northermost region it 
is September. 
Marking the months of the year from Jynuary to December with numbers 
1-12, a linear regression was defined expressing the relationship between 
the wettest months and the latitude. If Y denotes the wettest month (1-12) 
and X the latitude (in degrees), the linear regression can be written: 
V = 1.714 * 0.1004 X. Ill 
The correlation between >.' an V: r = = 0.648. 
It follows from equation III that maximum rain is delaying by one 
month with increasing latitude by ten degrees. 
MISTOF (/987) using 140 European stations including the European part of 
Soviet Union obtained similar regression: 
Y = 2.778 / 0.0803 X, 
and the correlation between X and V : r = 0.569. According to this equation 
the maximum precipitation is delaying one month northwards in every 12.45 
degrees (= 1/0.0803) latitude. 
The interpretation of these results will be discussed later. 
S o v l e t Un1 on• 
In this analysis precipitation data of 66 stations both over the 
European and Asian territory of Soviet Union were used (Horld Survey of 
Climatology, Vol.7, 1977).* The. maximm precipitation occurs in 97 per cent 
of stations in warmer half-year (Apri1-September). This ratio correspondes 
to that obtained for continental area of Europe (see in previous chapter). 
The annual amounts range between 120 and 900 mm, the amplitude of annual 
variation is generally 6-20 per cent. Taken into account the total exten-
sion of this area (22 million square km), and the meridional extension from 
35 to 75"N, the differences in annual amounts and in amplitudes of annual 
Mediterranean character with maximum precipitation in March and November, 
respectively. North of this latitude the wettest month is delaying north-
wards: southernmost region it is May or June, in northernmost it is August 
or September. The relationship between wettest month and the latitudes can 
be expressed by a linear regression, as follows: 
V = 3.487 •*• 0.0668 X 171 
* See in APPENDIX, Table 11 
Attending to equation 121 the maximum rain is delaying by one month with 
ihtt-eeaihg latitude ih every 15 degrees (1/0.0668 * 15). the correlation 
between t a.hd V I r * 0.412. these results resemble these, which have been 
obtained for continental area of Europe, therefore their interpretation 
will.be discussed later. 
Nöffch A m e r l e a 
Prüm te^ritohy of Month America (Alaska, Canada, U.S.A.) 70 stations 
wane Used (№CÍE¿V, Í?S4).* AS ih ease öf feltrope, three climatic regibHS were 
de-Hnedi 
1. CöhtiiieotaJ rebirth (43 statiohs). Ail stations of this ahea has a 
таи I mum precipitation in warmer haif-year (April-September), the ahrtUal 
amount varies geheraily between loo and boó mm, the amplitude of annual 
variation Pangea -from 5 to 23 per cent. The differences can be understood 
taking ihtö acCOUHt that the locations ofthe stations vary from 33 to 74',,|\L 
2. Pacific rétfíüh (12 stations). the mauimum precipitation occurs ih 
91.7 реи ceht Of ötätiöhS ih the colder haif-year (October-March). the an-
hUal amount ranges 300-1900 min, the ahhUal variations vaHy mostly frotit 6 to 
' io pet' cent Marth of 4i"N, and 16 to 22 per cent south of 41° iatitude, re-
spectively, . 
3. /itJahtic-Guíf región (15 stations) is located along the coast df 
Atlantic oceah and Quif of Mewico. the wettest month appears ih 53 per Bent 
df stations during the warmer haifryeaiv in other words there is no charac-
teristic annual course ih precipitation* 
N g , 3 demonstrates thi isochrones of maximum precipitation in 
etjhtlnehtal region, in thts southernmost zone, near 30°N latitude the 
Wettest month is Hay, in Alaska and In great part of Canada, it is August. 
Г ё е е IH AH%NBiX, table H i 
40 N 5<j)N 60N 7рЛ/ BON 80 Ñ 7fW брЛ/ ¡ON 
HQ. 3 
The relationship between the annual phase of maximum rain and latitude is 
expressed by linear regression, as follows: 
Y = 2.981 * 0.0749 X. /3/ 
According to equation /3/ the maximum precipitation is delaying by one 
month northwards approximately in every 13 degrees (1/0.0749). The value of 
correlation (r) between X and V is rather high: r " 0.829. 
A d d i t i o n a l i n v e s t i g a t i o n s 
The analysis of isochrones of maximum precipitation was performed for 
South Asian territory extending from Afghanistan to Vietnam, as well as for 
Australia. From South Asia 73*, from Australia 48 stations were used. 
The precipitation regime of South Asia is rather complicated. In 
Afghanistan and in some stations of Pakistan the maximum precipitation oc-
curs during the colder half-year, the annual variation ranges between 20 
and 46 per cent, so it is rather significant. Approximately south of 10°N 
the annual variation is characterized by double wave with maximum in spring 
and autumn, respectively. Those correspond to the vernal and autumnal equi-
noxes. In some areas of monsoon rains the annual variation is characterized 
also by double maximum, but in rather irregular distribution. E.g. in North 
Pakistan the maximum rain occurs in March and August, in South Pakistan in 
January and July, in Bangladesh in June and August, in Burma in May. and 
September. Nevertheless the isochrones of maximum monsoon rains shows sig-
nificant regularity, the maximum is delaying northwards in great part of 
Pakistan and In--
dia, but east of 
90°E it is delay-
ing eastwards. 
While in south-
ern India the 
maximum rain is 
observed in June, 
towards north-
east it appears 
in July and 
August. Near 
Bay of Bengal 
maximum rain oc-
curs in June or 
July, eastwards 
a phase display-
ment can be re-
cognized, and the 
maximum rain 
shifts to Sep-
tember or October 
iFig. 4). 
It is sug-
gested that the 
distribution of 
the wettest 
months in South Asia differs more or less from that in three areas dis-
cussed above. While west of Bay of Bengal the maximum rain delays towards 
* See in APPENDIX, Table III and IV, respectively. 
north, on the other hand east of Bay of Bengal the maximum delays eastwards 
and it appears in October over eastern part of Vietnam. 
The precipitation regime of Australia can be devided essentially into 
two types: approximately between 10 and 30°S the wettest months are Jan-
uary, February or March. South of this zone the amximum precipitation oc-
curs in June or July, i.e. in winter. The isochrones of summer maximum ex-
hibit more or less regularity, but their interpretation is outside of our 
goal. 
Finally, in order to explore mesoclimatic effects, it seems to be 
reasonable to examine the precipitation regime of Hungary using data of 750 
stations (HAJDSV, ¡952). Figures characterizing the density of stations in 
this area are: 124 square km/station and 11 km/station. Though all the 
wettest months appear in warmer half-year, from west to east one can recog-
nize an interesting dichotony. From the eastern slopes of Alps to the 
Transdanubian Hills the maximum rain slides from July to August, while east 
of lake Balaton it alternates, from May to June (Fig. 5). 
This picture suggest that even by using a sufficiently high density of ob-
servations the isochrones of the wettest months provide regularity, and at 
the same time the mesoclimatic effects contribute in formation of precipi-
tation regime. 
I n t e r p r e t a t i o n s of r e s u l t s 
The investigation of large scale precipitation regime in Europe, So-
viet Union and North America proves convincingly that far enough from the 
oceans the wettest months.are delaying northwards. The correlation coeffi-
cients between the phases of wettest months and latitudes are significant 
at 1 per cent level. 
This property of the precipitation climate may be explained by the 
fact that the principal sources of atmospheric water vapor are provided by 
seas or oceans lying south of continents. Over a great part of Europe the 
primary source of moisture is Mediterranean- and Black-sea, respectively. 
For instance for observations in Hungary it has been pointed out that the 
largest amount of precipitation occurs at winds from SH, WSW, S3« and S£, 
while driest weather is expected at winds from HE and EH£ iKOPPAHY, 1982). In 
late spring or early summer abundant rain is falling in regions lying close 
to the primary source of aoisture. After that the soaked soil serves as 
secondary source of eoisture. It is probable that increasing transpiration 
of growing vegetation in late sping and in summer contributes to formation 
of secondary source of atmospheric moisture. The phenological phases of 
plants are delaying towards the higher latitudes during the warm season, 
and this fact, at least partly, may explain the delay of wettest months in 
higher latitudes over continental areas. Naturally other factors may be im-
portant too in formation of isochrones of the wettest months, e.g. the sea-
sonal change of circulation, however the analysis pf possible factors is 
beyond our goal. 
In Soviet Union numerous investigations have been made dealing with 
methodology of rain prediction. PC0'(i966) assumed that the prediction of the 
next decade or month is derived from two sourcest from external one, i.e. 
from advection of moisture, and from local source, i.e. from evaporation of 
soaked soil or évapotranspiration. According to several researches IZVCRCV, 
I960j VtSMOM, I9ilf FimOVA, 1964) the advection of moisture depends on the inten-
sity of meridional or zorial circulation. IV£ft£V (i960) after having analysed 
the circulation at 850 hPa level concluded that abundant rain is expected 
when S wind is blowing. It is noteworthy that south of Soviet Union there 
are only two limited primary sources of moistures Black-sea and Caspian-
sea, at least in western partof the country, butin eastern part of its 
Asian territory the primary source of moisture is Pacific ocean. After all 
the effect of secondary source is evident over whole territory of Soviet 
Union. 
In North America H.H. KLEIH (1965) made a profound research relating to 
the synaptic climatology of precipitation. He pointed out that different 
regions of the U.S.A. obtain the largest amount of moistui-e from different 
directions. The principal source of moisture is Pacific ocean on western 
coast, that of the largest central region is Gulf of Mexico, in eastern 
coast it is Atlantic ocean. The main portion of precipitation falling over 
North America originates probably from evaporation of ocean in low lati-
tudes. Therefore it is very plausible assumption that at the beginning of 
warmer half-year the southernmost region obtain abundant rain, then the 
soaked soil serves as secondary source of moisture, and the maximum pre-




List of stations used in Fig 1 
Europe 
Stations <p Max. v (7.) Class. 
1. Vardo 70=23 'N 31=06'E IX 6.7 C 
2. Tromso 69=39'N 1F,™57'E X Ó.7 A 
3. Bodo 67=17'N . 14=25'E X 7.5 A 
4. Trondheim 63=25'N 10=27'E X 5.B A 
5. Bergen 60=24'N 5=19'E X 7.8 A 
6. Oslo 59°56'N 10=44 ' E VIII • 9.4 C 
7. Haparanda 68=50'N • 24=09'E VIII 12.4 C 
8. Ostersund 63"10 'N 14=40'E VIII 14.0 C 
. 9. HSrnösand 62°28'N 15=57'E XI 7.9 A 
10. Karlstad 59=22'N 13=28'E VIII. 8.9 C 
11. Stockholm 59°21 'N 18°04'E VIII 9.0 C 
12. Jönköping 57=46'N 14=11 'E VII ' 8.9 C 
13. Göteborg 57=42'N 11=58'E VIII 8.5, C 
14. Sodenkyia 67=22'N 26=34'E VII 10.6 C 
15. Kajaani 64=17'N 27=41 'E VII 9.4 C 
16. Vaasa . 63=03'N 21=46'E IX 9.1 C 
17. LuonetjSrvi 62=24 'N 25=40'E VIII 9.5 C 
18. Turku 60°31'N 22=16"E VIII 9.2 C 
19. Helsinki 60=12'N 24=55'E VIII 5.2 C 
20. Thorshavn 62=03'N 6=45'W XII 6.5 A 
21. Kobenhavn 55=41 'N 12=33'E VII 6.5 C 
22. Lerwick 60008'N 1 = 11 'W XII 6.6 A 
23. Stornoway 58=13 'N 6=20'W X 6.3 A 
24. Aberdeen 57=12 N 2"12'W XI 4.9 A 
25. Aldergrove 54=39 ' N 6=13'W VIIïXII 5.4 A 
26.. Manchester 53^21'N 2=16'W VIII 4.5 A 
27. London 51=28'N 0°19 ' W XI 4.4 A 
28. Plymouth 50=21'N 4°07'W XI-XII 6.0 A 
29. Qorleston 52=35'N 1=43'W XI 5.3 A 
30. Belmullet 54°14'N 10=00'W XII 6.7 A 
31. Dub 1 in ' 53=22'N 6=21 'W IX 3.7 A 
32. Valencia 51=56'N . 10=15'W XII 6.2 A 
33. De Bilt 52=06'N 5=11'E VIII 5.6 A 
34. Bruxelles 50=48'N 4=21'E X 5.9 A 
35. Le Havre 49=31'N 0=04'E XI 5.8 A 
36. Brest 48=27'N 4=25-W XII 8.3 A 
37. Paris 48°58 'N 2=27'E VIII 5.1 A 
38. Nantes 47°10'N 1=37'W XII 5.8 A 
39. Bordeaux 44=50'N 0=42'E XII 6.7 A 
40. Lyon 45=43'N 4=57'E IX 5.9 A 
41. Toulouse 43=37'N 1=22'E V 4.7 A 
42. Nice 43=40'N 7=12'E XI 12.6 M 
Table III 
Europe 
Stations <p Ä Max. v (•/.) Clas 
43. Bastia 42=33'N 9=29 ' E X 13.6 M 
44. Ajaccio 41=55 ' N 8=48'E XII 13.1 M 
45. La Coruna 43=22'N 8=22'W XII 11.3 A 
46. Zaragoza 41=39'N 0=53'W X 5.3 h 
47. Madrid 40=25 N 3=41'W X 9.6 M 
48. Barcelona 41°24'N 2=09'E IX 8.2 M 
49. Mai 1orca 39=36'N 2=42'E X 15.4 M 
50. Sevilla 37=24'N 6=00 -W III 15.9 A-M 
51. Gibraltar 36°09'N 5=21 'W I 18.8 A 
52. Lisboa 38°46'N 9=08 'W III 15.2 A 
53. Lübeck 53=54'N 10=42'E VII-VIII 6.6 C 
54. Hamburg 53=38'N 10=00 ' E VIII 6.4 C 
55. Marburg 50=49'N 8=46 ' E ,VII1 5.6 C 
56. Karlsruhe 49=00'N 8=23'E VIII 4.9 C 
57. Augsburg 48=22'N 10=54'E VII 8.8 C 
58. Partenkirchen 47=30'N 11=06 'E VII 9.4 • C 
59. Greifswald ( 54=06 'N 12=07'E VII 6.5 C 
60. Potsdam 52=23'N 13=04 'E VII 6.6 C 
61. Dresden • 51=07 'N 13=41>E ' VII 11.3 C 
62. Zürich 47=23'N 8=34-E VII 6.9 C 
63. Genéve 46=12'N 6=09'E IX 5.6 A 
64. Wien 48=15'N 16=22'E VII 6.5 C 
65. Salzburg 47=48'N 13=00'E VII 9.5 C 
66. Graz 46=59'N 15=27 'E VI 11.3 C 
67. Mar. Lazne 49=58'N 12=42 E VII 5.4 C 
68. Praha 50=05'N 14=25 'E VII 11.6 C 
69. Brno 49=12'N 16=34 ' E VI 11.3 C 
70. Qravsky Podzamok 49ol5'N l"o20'E . VII 8.3 . C 
71. Presov 49=00'N 21°15'E VII 10.1 C 
72. Gdynia 54=31'N 18=33'E VIII 8.5 C 
73. Poznan 52=25'N 16=50'E VII 8.3 C 
74. Warszava 52=09'N 20=59'E VII 11.2 C 
75. Wroclaw 51=08'N 16=59'E VII 8.9 C 
76. Kielce 50=51 N 20=37-E VII 9.8 C 
77. Krakow 50=05'N 20=01 'E VII 9.5 c 
78. Szombathely 47=15'N 16=36'E VII 7.8 c 
79. Pécs 46=05'N 18=15 'E V 4.4 c 
80. Budapest 47=31'N 19=02'E V 4.9 c 
81. Szeged 46=15'N 20=09'E VI 6.3 c 
82. Nyíregyháza 47=58'N 21=43 E VI 7.0 c 
83. Baia Mare 47=40'N 23=35'E VI 3.0 c 
84. Timisoara 45=46'N 21=15 ' E VI 6.5 c 
85. Cluj 46=46'N 23=36'E VI 11.9 c 





Stations *-> ; v i ut tu ? A flax. V (•/.) Class 
S?" Iasi 47=10'N 27=36'E VI 9.3 C 
88. Braila 45=17 ^ 27=59'E VI 8.6 C 
89. Buçuresti 44=25'N 26=06'E VI 10.3 C 
Constanta 44°II:N 2B=40'E V? 5.3 C 
91. Pleven , 43=46"N 24=35'E VI 8.8 C 
92. Varna 43=12'N 27=55'E VI • 7.4 C 
93. Sofia 42=42'N 23=20'E vi- 8.6 C 
94. "t . Sandanski . 41=34'N 23=17'E XI 8.2 c-
95. Ud ine ' 46=02'N 13=11 'E VI 6.4 h 
96: Milano 45=28'N 9=11 'E X . 6.0 M 
97. Aricapa 43=37 'N 13=31'E X 7.7 M 
' ?9. Rqnia 4i°54'N . 12=29'E X 12.9 M 
99. Napoli 40=51'N 14=15'E XII 13.5 M 
100. Palermo . 38=07'N Í3=21 'E XII 15.2 M 
1.01. Cagl'i'ari ??=13'N 9=06'E X 13.9 M 
102. Thessalonikl 40^34'N 23=00'E XI 9.4 M 
103; Larisa 39=37 :N 22=15'E XI ,10.2 M 
104. Athens 37=58'N 23=43'E XII 17.0 M 
105. Ljubljana 46=04'N 14=34'E X 7.8 M 
106. Zagreb 45=49'N 15=58'E VI 5.6 C 
ÍQ7. Beograd 44°4é'N 20=27 'E VI 7.1 c 
Íóa: Sarajevo 43=52'hí 18=26'E VI 4^0 C 
109. Nis 43=20'N . 21=45'E V 8.4 C -
Ííó; Titograd 42=26'N 19=16'E XII 11.6 M 
i n . Skopje 42=00'N 21=06'E XI 6.8 M 
112. Dubrovnik 42=39'N 18=06'E XII 14.4 M 
113. Luga (Inalta) 35=51'N 14=29'E X 24.2 M 
114. Tirana 41=18'N 19=48'E X 10.8 M 
115. Istambul 40=58'N 29=05'E XII 11.5 M 
116. Sinop 42=02'N 35=10 'E XI 9.6 M 
117. Samsun 4Ï?17'N 36=20 'E XI 7.4 M 
118. Trabzon 41=00'N 39=43'E XI 8.8 M 
li?. Ankara 39=57 'N 32=53'E V 11.5 C 
12Ó. Kars ' 40=36'N 43=05'E V 12.4 C 
121. Sivas 39=45'N 37=01'E V 14.2 c 
122. Kastamonu 41=22'N 33=47'E . V 12.2 C 
123. Erzurum 39=55'N 41°16'E V 12.1 c 
Table III 
List of stati 
Sovi 
Stations 9 
1. Aldan 58=37'N 
2. Alma Ata 43°12'N 
3. Anadyr 64°47'N 
4. Apuka 60°26'N 
5. Archangel 64=30'N 
6. Ashkhabad 37=58'N 
7. Astrakhan . 46°16'N 
a. Baku 40=21 'N 
9. Balkhash 46=54'N 
.10. Barnaul 53=20' N 
11. Batumi 41=45'N 
12. Blagoveshchensk 50=16'N 
13. Chita 52=01'N 
14. Chokurdakh . 70=37'N 
15. Dudinka 69=24' N 
16. Yerbogachen 61 = 16' N 
17. Fergana 40=23'N 
18. Shevchenko 44=33'N 
19. Gur'yev 47=01'N 
20. 11irney 67=20'N 
21. Irkutsk 52=16'N 
22. Kaliningrad 54=42'N 
23. Karaganda 49=48'N 
24. Kaunas 54=53'N 
25. Kazan • 55=47'N 
26. Kem 65=00' N 
27. Kemerovo 55=23'N 
28. Kharkov 49=56'N 
29. Khatanga 71=50 'N 
30. Kiew 50=24'N 
31. Kirensk 57=46'N 
32. K i rov 58=39'N 
33. Kishinev 47=01 'N 
34. Klyuchu 56=19'N 
35. Kolpashevo 58=18 'N 
36. Krasnodar 45=02'N 
37. Krasnoyarsk 56=00'N 
38. Leningrad 59=58'N 
39. Loukhy 66=05'N 
40. Lvov 49=49'N 
41. Novaya Zemlya. 72=23'N 
42. Minsk . 53=52'N 
43. Minusinsk 53=42'N 
44. Moscow 55=45'N 
45. Murmansk 68=58'N 
46. Mis Chelyuskin 77=43'N 
47. Mis Smidta 68=55'N 
48. Nar'yan Mar 67=39'N 
49. Novgorod 58=21'N 
50. Novorossiysk 44=42'N 
ns used in Fig 2 
t Union 
\ Max. v C/.) Class. 
125=22'E VII 13. ,25 C 
76=56'E V 12. ,56 C 
177=34'E VIII 14. ,23 C 
169=40'E VIII 10. .21 c 
40=30'E IX 7. ,05 c 
58=20'E III 20. ,48 M 
48=02"E V 6. ,84 c 
49=50'E VIII 10. ,92 M 
75=00'E VI 13. ,04 c 
83=48'E VII 13. , 15 c 
41=40'E IX 9. ,30 M 
127=30'E VII 19. ,66 c 
113=20'E VII 26. ,53 c 
147=53'E VIII 11. ,72 c 
86=10'E VIII- 14. ,98 c 
108=01 'E VII 16. , 10 c 
71=45'E III 14, ,79 M 
50=17'E VI 7. ,69 c 
51=51 'E VII 7. ,32 • c 
168=11 'E VII 20. ,39 c 
104=19'E VII 20. ,52 c 
20=37'E VII 9. ,02 c 
73=08'E VII 11. ,72 ' c 
25=53'E VII 7. ,10 c 
49=11 'E VII 10. ,80 c 
34=48'E VIII 9. ,88 c 
86=04'E VII 17. ,05 c 
36=17'E VII 8. ,28 c 
102=28'E VIII 12. , 16 c 
30=27'E VII 5, ,69 c 
108=07'E VII 15. ,75 c 
49=37'E VIII 8. ,92 c 
28=52'E VI 12. ,76 • c 
160=50'E XII 6. ,58 c 
82=54'E VIII 14. ,10 c 
39=09'E VI 4. ,38 c 
92=53'E VII 17. 66 c 
30=18'E VIII 9. ,30 c 
32=59'E VIII 10. ,27 c 
23=54'E VII 10. ,08 c 
52=44'E IX 7. ,25 c 
27=32'E VII 9. 40 c 
91=42'E VII 18. ,04 c 
37=34'E VII-VIII 8. 00 c 
33=03'E VIII • 11. ,70 c 
104=17'E VIII 4. ,76 c 
179=28'E VIII 8. 44 G 
53=01'E VIII 11. ,90 c 
31=15'E VIII 10. 67 c 
37=48'E XII 6. ,54 M 
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Table VIII 
Soviet Union • 
Stations 
<P A Max. V Clat 
51. Odessa 46=29'N 30=38'E VI 6. .43 C 
52. Okhotsk 59=22"N 143=12'E VII 15, .61 C 
53. Olenek 68=30'N 112=36 E VIII 17, .45 C 
54. Omsk 54=56'N . 73=24'E VII 20, .31 C 
55. 0. Dickson 73=30'N 80=14'E VIII 13, ,91 C 
56. Petrozavodsk 61=49'N 34=16'E VII 10. .73 C 
57. Podk. Tunguska 61=36'N 90=00'E VIII 10, ,62 C 
58. Pyat igof-sk 44=03'N . 43=02'E VI 13. ,28 C 
59. Rostov-n.Donu 47=15'N 39=49'E VI 5. ,38 C 
60. Simferopol 45=01'N 33=59'E VI 8. ,33 C 
61. Surgut 61=15'N 73=30'E VII 9. ,96 C 
62. Sverdlovsk 56=44'N 61=04 'E VII-VIII 14, ,07 C 
63. Syktyvkar 61=40'N 50=51 'E VII|IX 9. ,96 C 
64. Tbi1isi 41=41'N 44=57'E V 10, .92 C 
65. Uzhgorod 48=38'N 22=16 'E VI 9. ,50 c 
66. Volgograd 48=42'N 44=31 'E VI 6. ,92 c 
Table III 
List of stations used in Fig 3 
North America 
Stations q) ^ Max. v C/.) Class. 
1. Barrow 71=18'N . 156=47'W VIII 18. 2 C 
2. Barter (Is.) 70=08' N .143=38'W VIII 14. 4 C 
3. Kotzebue 66=52'N 160=38'W . VIII 23. 1 C 
4. Fort Yukon '66=35'N 145=18'W VIII 10. 9 C 
5. Fairbanks 64=49'N 147=57'W VIII 17. 4 C 
6. Nome 64=30'N 165=20 'W VIII 17. 4 c 
7. Kodiak 57=30'N 152=45'W XI 5. 6 p 
8. Anchorage 61=10'N • 149=59'W VIII 14. 4 c 
9. Juneau 58=22'N 134=35'W X 10. 0 P 
10. Anette (Is.) 55=02'N 131=34'W X 9. 5 P 
11. Alert 82=30'N 62=20'W IX 16. 2 c 
12. Isachsen 78=47'N' 103=32'W VII 20. 3 c 
13. Resolute 74=43'N 94=59'W VIII 23. 6 c 
14. Arctic Bay 73=00'N 85=18 'W VIII 13. 8 c 
15. Coppermine 67=49'N 115=05'W VIII 14. 6 c 
16. Coral Harbour 64=12'N 83=22'W VIII 11. 7 c 
17. Forth Smith 60=01'N 111=58'W VII 10. 9 c 
18. Churchi11 58=45'N 94=04'W VIII 9. 7 c 
19. Trout Lake 53=50'N 89=52'W VII 13. 6 c 
20. Winnipeg 49=54'N 97=15'W VI 11. 6 c 
21. Vancouver 49=11'N 123=10'W XII 10. 3 p 
22. North Bay 46=22'N 79=25'W IX 5. 4 A--8 
23. Montreal 45=30'N 73=35'W VII 2. 5 C--A 
24. Hali fax 44=39'N 63=64'W XI 3. 5 A--0 




26. Port land 45°32'N 
27. Eureka 40=48'N 
28. San Francisco 37°47'N 
29. Los Angeles 34=03'N 
30. Salt Lake City 40=46'N 
31. Denver 39=46 N 
32. Reno 39=30'N 
33. Phoenix 33=26'N 
34. El Paso 31=48'N 
35. Duluth 46=50'N 
36. Bismarck 46=46'N 
37. Kansas City 39=07'N 
38. Havre 48=34'N 
39. Amari1lo 35=14'N 
40. Buffalo 42=56'N 
41. Detröi t 42=24'N 
42. Ch icago 41=47 'N 
43. Indianopolis 39=44 'N 
44. St. Louis 38=48'N 
45. Caribou 46=52'N 
46. lit. Washington 44=16'N 
47. Parkersburg 39=16'N 
48. Nashville 36=07'N 
49. Atlanta 33=39'N 
50. Boston 42=13 'N 
51. New York 40=47'N 
52. Washington 38=31-N 
53. Memphis 35=03'N 
54. Little Rock 34=44'N 
55. Dal las 32=51'N 
56. New Orleans 29=57'N 
57. Houston 29=46'N 
58. Miami 25=48'N 
59. Clyde 70=27'N 
60. Cambridge . 69=07'N 
61. Frobisher 63=45'N 
62. The Pas 53=58'N 
63. Edmonton 53=34'N 
64. Saskatoon 52=08'N 
65. Goose 53=12'N 
66. Nitchequon 51=16'N 
67. F. Chimo 50=06'N 
68. Dawson 64=04'N 
69. Boise 43=34'N 
70. Lander 42=49'N 
America 
A Max. V 1 C7.) Cla; 
122=40'W XII 16. ,5 P 
124=10'W I-XII 16. ,7 P 
122=45'W I 21. ,9 P 
118=14'W I 21. ,2 P 
111=58 'W IV 9. 0 P 
104=53'W V 15. ,0 C 
119=47'W I 14. ,4 P 
112=01'W VIII ,14. . 1 A-6 
106=24'W VII 12. ,9 A-G 
92=11 'W VI 11. ,4 C 
100=45'W VI 20. ,0 C 
94=35'W VI 9. .7 C 
109=40'W VI 19. ,2 C 
101=42'W V 13. ,9 C 
78=44'W XI 2. ,9 A-G 
83=00'W V 4. ,8 C 
87=47 W VI 7. ,4 C 
86=17'W VI 5. 0 C 
92=12'W VI 7. ,7 C 
68=01 'W VII 5. .6 C 
71=18'W IX '2. .4 A-G 
81=34'W VI 5. ,7 C 
86=41-W I 7. .0 A-G 
84=25'W III ' 6. ,2 A-G 
, 71=07'W XI 2. .6 A-G 
' 75=58'W VIII 3. .8 A-G 
77=03'W VIII 5. .9 A-G 
89=58'W I 5. ,7 A-G 
92=14 W V 5. .0 C 
96=51'W V 8. .4 C 
90=04'W VII 5. ,4 A-G 
95=22'W VII 6. . 1 A-G 
80=16'W X 10. .9 A-G 
68=33'W IX 18. .4 C 
105=01'W VIII 14. .8 C 
68=33'W VII 10. .7 C 
101=06'W VII 11. ,2 C 
113=31'W VII 13. .7 C 
106=38 W VII 12. .8 C 
70=54'W VIII 4. ,2 c 
80=39'W VII-VIII 10. .2 c 
60=26'W VIII 10. .5 c 
139=26'W VII ' 13. , 0 c 
U6=13'W I 10. .3 p 
108=44'W V 16. ,2 c 
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Table VIII 
List of stations used in Fig 4 
South Asia. 
Stations 9 A Max. Clas 
1. Salang 35=21'N 69=07'E IV w 
2. Kabul 34=33'N 59=12'E III w 
3. Herat 34=20'N 62=10'E . III w 
4. Kandahar 31=30'N 65=45'E I w 
5. Ravalpindi 33=35'N 73=03'E VIII M 
6. Quetta 30=11'N 67=00'E II w 
7. Dalbandin 28=53'N 64=34'E I w 
8. Peshawar 34=01'N 71=35'E VIII M 
9. Lahore 31=33'N 74=20'E VIII M 
10. Multan 30=12 'N 71=26'E VII M 
11. Jacobabad 28=18 'N 68=28'E VII . M 
12. Hyderabad 25=23'N 68=25'E VII M 
13. Pasn i 25=16'N 63=29'E VII M 
14. Karachi 24=48'N 66=59'E VII M 
15. Gilgit 35=48'N 74=00'E ' VIII M 
16. Leh 34=09'N 77=34'E VIII M 
17. Simla 31=06'N 77=10'E VIII M 
18. Darjeeling 27=03'N 88=10'E VII M 
19. New Delhi . 28=35'N 77=12'E VII M 
20. Jaipur 26=55'N 75=52'E VIII M 
21. Jodhpur 26=18'N 73=01'E VIII M 
22. Bhuj . 23=15'N 69=40'E VII M 
23. Ahmadabad 23=04'N 72=38'E VII M 
24. Veraval 20=54'N 70=22'E VII M 
25. Patna 25=37'N 85=10'E VIII M 
26. Allahabad 25=27 'N 81=44'E VIII. M 
27. Calcutta . 22=32'N 88=20'E VII M 
28. Bombay 18=54'N 72=49'E VII , M 
29. Mangalore 12=54'N 74=51'E VII M 
30. Kozhikode (Calicut) 11=15'N 75=47'E VII M 
31. Indore 22=43'N 75=48'E VII M 
32. Nagpur . 21=06'N 79=03'E VII M 
33. Jagdalpur 19=05 'N 82=02'E VIII M 
34. Hyderabad 17=27'N 78=28 'E VII M 
35. Belgaum 13=51'N 74=37'E VII M 
36. Bangalore 12=58'N 77=35'E IX mixed 
37. Cuttack 20=47'N 85=56'E VIII M 
38. Vishakhapatnam 17=42'N B3=18'E X mixed 
39. Madras 13=00' N 80=11'E XI mixed 
40. Trivandrum 8=29'N 76=57'E VI M 
41. Dibrugarh 27=29'N 95=01 'E VII M 
42. Bauhati - 26=05'N 91=43'E VI M 
43. Cherrapunji 25=15'N 91=44'E VI M 
44. Port Blair 11=40'N .93=43'E VI M 
45. Minicoy 8=18'N 73=00'E . VI M' 
46. Trincomalee 8=35'N 81=15'E V-XI. double 
47. Colombo 6=54'N 79=52'E v-x double 
48. Bogra 24=51'N 89=23'E VIII M 
49. Dacca 23=46'N 90=23'E VIII M 
50. Chittagong 22=21 'N. 91=50'E VII H 
Table III 
South Asia 
Stations (p Max. Class 
51. Bhamo 24=16'N 97=12'E VII-VIII M 
52. Mandalay 21=59'N 96=06'E V-IX M 
53. Akyab 20=08'N 92=53'E VII M 
54. Rangoon 16°46'N 96=10'E VII M 
55. Tavoy 14°06'N 98=13'E VI M 
56. Mergui 12=26'N 98=36'E VII M 
57. Chiang Mai 18=47'N 98=59'E IX M 
58. Phitsanulok 16=50'N 100=16'E IX M 
59. Nakhon Rathchasima 14=58'N 102=07'E IX M 
60. Bangkok •13=45 'N 100=30'E IX M 
61. Chumphon 10=27'N 99=15'E XI mixed 
62. Songkhla 7=11'N 100=37'E XI mixed 
63. Kuala Trengganu 5=20'N 103=08'E III-XI mixed 
64. Pinang 5=18'N 100=16'E V-X mixed 
65. Ipoh 4=34'N 101=06'E IV-XI mixed 
66. Battambang 13=06'N 103=12'E IX M 
67. Phnom Penh 11=33'N 104=51'E • X M 
68. Lao Kay 22=30'N 103=57-E IX M 
69. Hanoi 21=02'N 105=50'E VIII M 
70. Dong Hoi 17=29 N 106=56'E x M 
71. Patl-lsles 16=33'N 111=37'E X M 
72. Quang Ngai 15=08'N 108=50'E XI M 
73. Ho-si-Minh 10=49 'N 106=42'E VI-X double 
Legend: W = Winter max. 
M = Monsoon 
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C Y C L E S A N D Q U A S I - P E R I O D I C I T I E S IN T H E G L O B A L D I S T R I B U T I O N 
O F S E A - L E V E L P R E S S U R E 
b y 
L. MAKRA 
Ciklusok és kviziperiodicitisok a tengerszinti léqnyotis földqbibi eloszlisiban. A dolgozat azt e-
lemzi, hogy a légnyomáseloszlás meridionális földgömbi profilját hány harmonikus Összetevő hullám Írja le 
megbízhatóan, továbbá, hogy kimutathatóak-e ciklusok, illetve kváziperiodicitások a tengerszinti légnyomás 
időbeli menetében a Földön. A reális periodicitásokat statisztikai szignifikancia-vizsgálat segítségével 
határoztuk meg. Az évi és félévi ciklusokat vektoriális formában közöltük. 
Megállapítottuk, hogy a légnyomáseloszlás meridionális földgömbi profiljának 1. és 2. harmonikusa 
jól tflkrbzi a tengerszinti légnyomás egyenetlen eloszlását a két félteke kőzött. A harmadik harmonikus 
- mely a globális légnyomási mező állandó vonásait mutatja - kisebb súlyú tényező. Az összes további harmo-
nikus jelentéktelen a profil kialakításában. A tengerszinti légnyomás évi és félévi ciklusainak vizsgálata 
- eltérő adatbázison - lényegében ugyanazokra a következtetésekre vezetett, melyekre HAIiH és SÜRINÓ it939), 
illetve HSU és HALLACí (19761 jutottak. A tengerszinti légnyomás idősorok harmonikus analízisével kapott 
periodikus összetevő hullámok statisztikai szignifikancia-vizsgálata alapján leszögezhetjük, hogy a tenger-
szinti légnyomás időbeli menetében a Főidőn csak kétféle ciklus létezik: a jellegzetes 12 havi és a kevés-
bé markáns 6 havi. Számos szerző által mindezidáig megállapított nagy számú és igen különböző, statisztika-
ilag szignifikánsnak tekintett egyéb periódusok adatainkban nem tapasztalhatóak. A leggyakrabban kutatott 
periodicitások.- a 11 éves napfoltciklus, a troposzférikus kvázikétéves (leginkább 26 hónapos) oszcilláció, 
s a Déli Oszcilláció - a tengerszinti légnyomás időbeli menetében nem tükröződnek. . 
The study analyses how many harmonic component waves describe the meridional global profile of 
sea-level pressure distribution reliably; in addition, it analyses whether cycles or quasi-periodicities 
can be found on the Earth, in the temporal course of sea-level pressure. The real periodicities are deter-
mined by a statistical significance test. The yearly and half-yearly cycles are presented in vectorial 
form. 
It has been established that the 1 " and 2nd harmonics of the meridional global profile of air 
pressure distribution well reflect the uneven distribution of sea-level pressure between the two hemi-
spheres. The 3'" harmonic, which shows the steady features of global air pressure field, is a factor of 
lesser importance. All the further harmonics are unimportant in the formation of this profile. The investi-
gation of the yearly and half-yearly cycles of sea-level pressure has essentially led - on a different data 
basis - to the same conclusions to which ttann and Hiring (1939), as rail as Hsu and Us 11 ace 119761 had 
come. On the basis of the statistical significance test of the periodical component waves obtained by a 
harmonic analysis of the sea-level pressure time series it can be found that on the Earth, in the temporal 
course of sea-level pressure, there exist only two kinds of cyclesi the characteristic 12-Eonth and the 
less sharp 6-month one. Consequently, the great number of, and very different, periodicities pointed out in 
the temporal course of sea-level pressure and considered to be statistically significant by mmsr&js 
authors, are probably not real ones. The most frequently investigated periodic'ties - the 11-year sunspot 
cycle, the tropospheric quasi-biennial (mostly 26-month) oscillation, and the Southern Oscillation - aro 
not reflected in the temporal course of sea-level pressure, 
1. Object 
The following questions arise! how many harmonic component waves do 
describe the meridional global profile of sea-level pressure distribution 
reliably, and what are the monthly and yearly courses of the individual 
component waves like? The first of the questions can be put with other 
words! how great a proportion of the full variance of the zonal monthly and 
yearly means of sea-level pressure can be explained by the first few har-
monics? If this proportion is considerable, then producing further 
harmonics is unnecessary. 
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It will be examined, moreover, how the data base reflects the cycles 
and quasi-per iodic i ties of sea-level pressure, which - in case of their 
reality - are of great importance from the point of view of long-range 
forecasts. The real periodicities will be determined by a statistical sig-
nificance test. The yearly and half-yearly cycles will be presented in 
vectorial form. 
2. Introduction 
Besides the evident daily and yearly cycles, in sea-level pressure 
time series an astonishingly wide range of other periodicities have also 
been established. In the North Atlantic area, in surface and sea-level 
pressure time series periods of 2, 3.5-4.0, 5-6 and 1Í-Í2 months (AHEIUHG, 
l?6?; LAHPSBERG et al., 19U¡ BERKES, 1968; LOG1HOV and SHUKHOWOVA, 1972), furthermore periods 
of 4-5 years (LAHOSBERG et a/., 1966-, SCHOHHIESE, 1969, 1971), as well as of 5-Ó years 
(HASHER, 1971; H1CHELCHEH, ¡981) and of 71 years (HAGHER, 1971) have been discovered. In 
the Southern Hemisphere, in the time series of the air pressure differences 
between January and July, cycles of 3, 5, 11 and /8-years can be found 
(KHAH1R0V, 1966). By the harmonic analysis of the Southern Oscillation Index 
JREH8ERTH (1976) obtained a period of 3-¿ years. The semi-annual mean zonal 
index of given temperate-belt latitudes (35-55°),' derived from monthly mean 
500—hPa charts, shows 5,5- and /0-year periods (HAHG, 1963). In the intensity 
of the meridional circulation over the tropical Pacific Ocean FU (1979) found 
a fluctuation of 32-48-month periods, PEC2ELY (1978) determined the same period 
in the time series of pressure anomalies over the subtropical zone of the 
South Pacific, and over the equatorial zone of the Pacific. Ocean. AHGELL and 
KORSIIOVER (1968) suppose that between latitudes 30" H and 30"S the periodicities 
of the two hemispheres are fundamentally in phase; in addition, they estab-
lish that in winter and spring there is a period of about 16 years at the 
500-hPa geopotential level over the Northern Hemisphere in the changes of 
meridional current, heat flux, zonal wind and temperature. By the harmonic 
analysis of the aridity index series over certain areas of India, BHAUIE and 
JADHAV (1983) discovered statistically significant quasi-periodicities of 3.3-
6.6, 10 and 20 years. Of these periods, the first two are close to the 
modal peaks of the Southern Oscillation, suggesting that the oscillation of 
the aridity indexes can be brought into connection with the large-scale 
changes in air pressure over the Indo-Pacific. The other two periods (the 
10- and the 20-year ones) are close to the 11-year sunspot cycle and the 
22-year double sunspot cycle. 
3. Data 
The data basis of the study consists of the monthly mean sea-level 
pressure values of 247 stations referring to the 30 years between 1951 and 
i960 (Fig. I). 
From 17 stations - since they have incomplete data - we have, uniform-
ly taken into consideration the monthly mean values of the 23 years between 
1758 and 1980 into. Among the stations there are weather ships (39., 65., 
66., 65., 91. and 108.), buoys <166. and 184), and there are interpolated 
data (84., 150., 193., 203., 208., 215., 236., 237., 245. and 247.) as 
well. We have collected the pressure data series on the basis of the data 
of the volumes "Horld Heather Record", as well as the mean sea-level 
pressure charts of monthly publications "Monthly Clitiatic Data for the 
Horld" and "Die Hitterung in Obersee". 
The global distribution of the stations is relatively equal, but it 
is to be mentioned that, e.g., there are no data from China-at all, and the 
number of stations is small in Siberia, as well as over the Pacific Ocean, 

furthermore, in the temperate-belt and polar regions of the Southern Hemi-
sphere, too. The zonal distribution of the stations is included in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Zonal numbers of stations 
90-80° N 2 0-10° S 17 
80-70° N 14 10-20° S 13 
70-60° N 17 20-30° S 19 
60-50° N 24 30-40° S 14 
50-40° N 27 40-50° S 7 
40-30° N 24 50-60° S 7 
30-20° N 18 60-70° S .5 
20-10° N 22 






The distribution of the stations according to height above sea level 
is also determined (Table 2). 
Table 2 
Percentage of stations found lower 
than a given height above sea level <m> 
50 m < 66.40 •/. 
100 < 79.76 
200 < 88.26 
300 < 89.88 
400 < 93.52 
500 < 96.35 
1000 < 99. 18 
1300 < 100.00 
Results 
The first five harmonic components of the samples, and their sums, 
consisting of the monthly and yearly means of sea-level pressure, by 10" 
latitudes have been determined. Of them, those of the central months of 
each season, and those of the year are presented (Figs. 2a, b, c, d, e). 
Investigations with similar purposes have already been performed by KM1FFLB 
(1972) as well. The monthly mean sea-level pressure values, oy 10" latitudes, 
forming the basis of his investigations, had come from the data of the 
International Geophysical Year (1GY) - i.e. from the sea-level pressure 
values of -globally 1,462 grid points measured at 1200 GMT daily between 
July 1, 1957 and December 31, 1958. In this way KAUFFLP (1977) produces and 
analyses the first 4 harmonics of the meridional profile of global sea-
level pressure by 10" latitudes. 
According our computations it is sufficient to produce the first five-
harmonics of each sample, (.the 5th one will not be graphically published 
now) for these, five components explain 87-90 per cent of the total variance 
hPa 
Fig. 2a The first four fiarionkj 11, 2, 1, 4) and their sui (i-41 of lean set-level pressure, 
counted Iroa the avenges of lean lontfily values at each 10'" degree, of latitude, January 
of the original samples (Table 3). The statistical significance of the 
amplitudes for the harmonics of the individual samples is indicated by the 
ratio A/E, where A is the amplitude and E is the mean value of the ampli-
tudes. \A,,/E measures the statistical reality of the amplitudes of ths 
first harmonic components for each /8-element sample; A, /£ shows the stat-
istical reality of the amplitudes of the second harmonic components for the 
same samples mentioned above, etc..) The 4th and 5 h a r m o n i c s , e.g. 
contribute to the total variance of the individual samples (Table 3> in 
approximately the same and already an extraordinarily slight degree; conse-
quently, they have little role in the modification of the meridional 
profiles of the monthly and yearly global mean sea-level pressure - as it 
is reflected by the graphic picture of the 4"h harmonic as well (Figs. 2a, 
b, c, d, e ) . 
Table 3 
Cumulative variance and statistical significance 
of harmonic components 
explained 
. variance 
A, . / E A, / E At / E A, / E A, / E 
January 0.904 2.389 1.448 1.533 0.338 0.301 
April 0.878 1.819 2.086 1.477 0.292 0.359 
July 0.878 1.880 2.302 1.051 0.106 0.330 
October 0.B74 2.161 1.854 1.308. 0.172 0.410 
Year 0.886 2.06a t.97l 1.348 0.261 0.319 
The italicized values are significant at the 93 per cent level 
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Fig. 2b The first four hartonics (1, 2, 3, 4) and their sut (1-4) ol tean sea-level pressure, 
counted fro» averages of »can »ontMy values at each 10degree of latitude, April 
The sum- of the first four harmonics clearly shows. the most marked 
characteristic of the global distribution of sea-level pressure, i.e. the 
extraordinarily powerful decrease o f " a i r pressure in the southern hemi-
spheric westerlies, in the subantarctic pressure trough. The subtropical 
high-pressure belt in the Southern Hemisphere is similarly characteristic, 
especially in the summer and autumn of the Northern Hemisphere. Its north-
ern hemispheric counterpart is more characteristic only in winter, but in 
summer it disappears, and is, also in yearly average, less developed than 
the southern hemispheric one. The equatorial depression is the weakest in 
the summer of the Northern Hemisphere! in the other seasons of the year, as 
well as in the yearly average it definitely deepens. In spring and summer, 
in the polar region of the Northern Hemisphere, high pressure is more char-
acteristic than in the subtropical belt. Air pressures are about equivalent 
over the two regions even in the yearly average, and the subtropical area 
has a higher pressures only in autumn and winter. In the temperate belt of 
the Northern Hemisphere, sea-level pressure lu>9 a local minimum, which 
exists during the whole year, but is the most characteristic in spring. The 
reason for this is that under the influence of increasing radiation the 
contrast of temperature between oceanic and continental surfaces, as well 
as between the regions of the lower and the higher latitudes increases 
greatly. That increases the pressure-gradient, so the intensity of the 
westerlies grows in this area; which brings about a more powerful decrease 
of pressure in the temperate belt. 
The first harmonic shows the fact that air pressure is higher in the 
Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern Hemisphere. In summer the maximum 
is between the latitudes 10"H and 20"H, in the other seasons and in the 
yearly average it is between the • latitudes 20"H and • 30"H. On the other 
hand, according to KAUFELD's calculations (1972) the maximum in the annual mean 
can be found near the latitude 11"H, i.e. in the vicinity of the thermal 
equator. In the KAUFCLD's study (1972) the first harmonic indicates the fact 
that in lower latitudes air pressure is higher than over higher latitudes. 
The second harmonic mostly shows the disproportions between the 
Northern and the Southern Hemisphere. Its maximums are not symmetrical to 
5 6 
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Fig. 2c The first four harionics <1, 2, i, 41 and their sue (1-4) of ten seer level pressure, 
counted froi averages of lean lonthly values at etch 10'* degree of latitude, July 
Fig. 2d The first four harionics (1, 2, 1, 4) and their sui (1-4) of lean sea-level pressure, 
counted froi averages of lean lonthly values at each 10'" degree of latitude, October 
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fit), Thi lint ionr Hirmiu (I, 2, 1, 4) inil t/is/c m IH) of tm iwlwtl pmmi, 
«unt«d 1m m r w t of ihd io«(My eilus? it ml> 10"* tifm o1 Jititud«, yetr 
the equator, but seasonally and in the yearly average alike they shift 
northwards approHimately by 20 degrees. In the yearly average, KMHLQ (H72) 
game to the game eonelusien. In spring and summer the amplitude ef the 
seeond harmenie l§ bigger than that ef the first harmonigt in autumn and 
winter it is smalleri and it i» smaller in the yearly average, tea, where 
K/WFH8 <I97H got,« contrary result. The amplitude and the phase ef the third 
harmenie are the meet stable both seasonally and in the yearly average. It 
is almost symmetrie te the equator, and shows the permanent global air 
pressure distributloni an equatorial low-pressure trough, subtropieal high-
pressure genes in the area ef the latitudes 30", subpolar lew-pressure 
belts in the neighbourhood ef the latitudes 60", and pelar high-pressure 
areas. As regards the yearly average, K/WFCW 11977) eame te the same 
eonslusion. 
The rele ef the 4* n (and of eaeh further» harmenie (and that ef the 
4tr> eomponent according to KMlfUO's ealeulations (ttW as well) in the 
forming ef the meridional profiles of the monthly and yearly sea-level 
pressure is "in aeeordanoe with the earlier results - not signifieant 
(Pigs, 2a, i>, c, d, ef Tattie 3), 
Summarising the faets mentioned above, the first and seeond harmenie 
eompenents well refleet the uneven distribution of ssa^level pressure be-
tween the two hemispheres. The third harmenie component, whieh shows the 
permanent features ef global pressure field, is a faster carrying less 
weight. 
\/oh HMH tint MM (I9i9) summarised the main results ef the earlier werks 
dealing with the annual eeuree ef surfaee pressure, as follows. Over the 
equatorial areas, the annual ehange is very slight. In the higher lati-
tudes, the annual ehange ean Ob put into three main types? 1. continental 
type, which is eharaeterisod by a pressure maximum in winter and a pressure 
minimum in summeri 8. with the «eeatwe type, the maximum is in. summer, the 
Sfl 
Fig. 3a Amplitude and phase of the annual cycle of sea-level pressure, northern Hemisphere 
minimum is late in the autumn; 3. and with the arctic and subarctic types, 
the maximum occurB in April or May, the minimum in January or February, 
with a secondary maximum in November., The HAHH and SORING's classification 
system, which was mainly based on the data of northern hemispheric sta-
tions, has essentially been verified by the latest descriptions, too. . 
Comparing the middle-latitude regions of the oceans t as well as the 
polar areas of the Southern Hemisphere with the zone between the latitude 
50"S and the Antarctic coastal district, the semi-annual cycle shows an op-
posite phase in the annual course of air pressure. This phenomenon, which 
is well reflected in our data as well (Figs. 2a, b), has already been de-
scribed by several authors (e.g. VOHIHCIIEL, 1955a, 19556; SCHHERDTFEGER and PROHMA, 
1956; HSU and HALLACE, ¡976). In monthly mean sea level-pressure time series 
interpolated to grid points, HSU and HALLACE (1976) have analysed the global 
distribution of the annual and semi-annual cycles, and published them in a 
vectorial form. 
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Fig. 3b Amplitude and phase of the annual cycle of sea-level pressure, Southern Hemisphere 
After removing the linear trends, sea-level pressure time series of 
each station have been subjected to a harmonic analysis. The method has 
already been described by a number of authors.Among them HAHED et al. (19W of-
fer a very clear and concise survey of the harmonic analysis. For deciding 
the reality of an amplitude belonging to a definite length of period, the 
same authors (HAHED et a 1., 1987) give such limits - by the aid of the ilonte 
Carlo method - that the probability of amplitudes greater than these limits 
is already very, littles 10, 5, or 1 In our procedure of decision the 
significance of the amplitudes haves been found on the basis of these 
limits. 
The amplitudes and phases have been plotted in a vectorial form 
(Figs. -3-4), where the length of the arrows indicates the amplitude of the 
yearly cycle, and the direction shows the phase. When plotting, the mid-
point of the amplitude length belonging to the given station (or rather to 
its pressure time series) gets onto the geographical coordinates of the 
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fig. 4b Amplitude ani ph»se of the sen-annual cycle of sea-leveSjressure, Southern Hemisphere 
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station. The interpretation of ths phase is as follows. If an arrow points 
from the north towards the south, it indicates maximum in the annual cycle 
on 1 January) if- it points from the east towards the west, it indicates 
maximum on 1 April, etc.. Thus the arrows revolve clockwise, about 1" 
daily. It must be remarked that with this phase interpretation an arrow 
which points from the north towards the south indicates in the Northern 
Hemisphere a winter maximum, at the same time it"shows in the Southern 
Hemisphere a summer maximum, etc.. The interpretation of the phase is the 
same for the semi-annual cycle, with the limitation that in the extreme 
points of the vectors there are no arrows. If, in this way, a vector shows 
in north-south direction, this indicates a semi-annual cycle the maximums 
of which are on 1 January and on 1 July; if it shows in east-west direc-
tion, then maximums occur on 1 April and on 1 October, etc.. This interpre-
tation has been applied after HSU and HAUACE 11976). 
The amplitudes and phases of the annual cycle can be seen in Fig. 3, 
while those of the semi-annual cycle are shown in Fig. 4. (Supplements. 
Figs. 3a, b: the amplitudes smaller than 0.5 hPa are denoted by empty 
circles. Fig. 3ct the amplitudes smaller than 0.7 hPa are denoted by empty 
circles. Figs. \4a, b, c: the amplitudes smaller than 0.1 hPa are denoted by 
empty circles. The stations at which the second harmonic of the annual 
cycle is greater than the first harmonic, are shown by thick circles.) 
On the basis of these Figs. 3-4 the establishments are as follows! 
- The continental type described by MNM and SUH1HQ (1939) is characteris-
tic over all the continents, in subtropical and temperate latitudes of both 
hemispheres. 
- HAHH and SilRlKS's oceanic type can be shown only for the oceans o'f 
subtropical and temperate latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. A tendency 
from the maximum of late autumn to that of the winter can be observed over 
the subtropical oceans of the Southern Hemisphere, where the amplitudes of 
the annual cycle are considerably smaller than over the neighbouring conti-
nents. 
- Over the polar areas of the Northern Hemisphere it is the tendency 
of a maximum late in summer that can be seen in the annual cycle, in con-
tradiction to the HAHH and SSR1H5's conclusion, as well as to the conclusiom of 
HSU and HAUACE i!976J, who have established here a tendency to a spring maximum. 
- Over the Southern Hemisphere's oceans of temperate latitudes as 
well as over the -Antarctic coastal region a characteristic semi-annual 
oscillation can be observed. Between the latitudes 40" and 50"S, at the 
time of the equinoxes a tendency referring to a maximum can be found, while 
south of the latitude 60"S maximums occur in the periods near the sol-
stices. This semi-annual oscillation of different phases, taking place 
between the temperate and higher latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere had 
already been pointed out by a number of researchers previously, as we have 
already referred to this in what has gone before. (Although the network of 
stations is extraordinarily sparse in this area, yet it is sufficient for 
us to point out this phenomenon over most of the Southern Hemisphere's area 
mentioned above.) 
Our results - apart from the third establishment - show good agree-
ment with the HAHH and StlRWs results (1939), as well as with the HSU and HAUKE's 
conclusions (1976). 
The statistical significances of both the annual and the semi-annual 
cycles of sea-level pressure, as well as those of all the other periodic 
\pomponent waves have been investigated station by station. The investiga-
tion referred to n/2-l' component waves at each stations - from the 2nd to 
the (n/2)nd periodic component - where n is the number of the elements in 
the sample. (The number of the monthly mean sea-level pressure values in 
the period taken into consideration.) 
6 3 
Fig. Sa The 12 iqnthly cycle of sea-level pressure, by stations; 
• = significant, o = not significant 
• = significant, o= not significant 
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The annual nyele was noli eharapfcorifitie enly with ÍS.4 X ef the st«= 
tiens. Ths areas of fchess are in tho neuthern basin ef fche Paeifie üeean, 
in the regiens ef Indonesia and finnípíil America, an wall as in Wofifcorn 
fiurepe and the Baltic eeuntrtea <,Hg. So). Tho Hnml™mmual eyele is not to 
bo feund in 30.1 '/, ef the sfeatieno. It in net shewn at all in the whole 
basin af tho F'aelfie Qeean, in Europe, tho palar ropiens ef the Narthorn 
Hemisphere, Australia, tho Indian subeontlnont, and in « een«lder«ble part 
ef South Amerie« <Flg. Sh), flignifieant poriedieitieg ef H and 13 months 
havo been feund in 19.4 '/. ef all ntotlowi. These are parte ef tho annual 
eyelo, and @e they eannet be genoidorod te be eempletely independent. ef 
that. Tho 14=(nanth peried was statiotiRnlly oignifieanfc in 2 gohoo, the 
<Mnenth ene in the 2-menth ens in 4 eanoD) ether parieds were ntatiBtl" 
gaily renl en I eeeaeien eaeh, altogether in 7 eases, that is tho poriedfi 
mentioned abeve were enly signifiearit altogether in 6.3 X ef tho ntaUens 
QKammod. 6n the basis ef these reoulta it ean generally be ootoblinhod 
that in the temperál eeuroe ef Qlebal noa^level pressure there oxutt only 
twe kind?) ef eyelesi tho eharaetorlntie Ifcmonth, and tho Igoo marisod 
6=n«fttíi ens. Thare i§ ne ether periedieity. eennoqucmtly, tho gront number 
ef, and rather different, perieds petntod eut in tho tomporai eeuren of 
aea-lavel praosuro, and eensidered ta bo ntatuotifal ly oignifinant by 
numerous authei'8, are probably net' roal onon. Tho mont frequently nomrhnd 
psrietía ° the </=year ounspet Gyelo, tho treponphorlG quaui -hinmnal 
(meetly <?6"inenth) eseillatien, and tho Oouthern Oneillntian a m not 
reflected in tho tempera! eeurao ef ooa^lovol proonuro. 
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S O L A R E N E R G Y M A P P I N G 
b y 
/ . Tőzsa a n d L. Pel l e 
Nape»erqie térképezés..A dolgozat a direkt sugárzás tenyész időszakban érkezfl hflenergiája eloszlá-
sának szántásával foglalkozik. Az érkezfl hflenergia eloszlása adott földrajzi szélességi hegyi terepen a 
lejtfl szögétől és dfllésirányától függ. Ennek az eloszlásnak térképes ábrázolása elflsegitheti a növelési 
rendszerek tervezését Magyarország hegyvidéki •ezflgazdasági területein. 
This paper is a brief information on computing heat from direct solar radiation during the growing 
season. The distribution of incidenting heat depends on the inclination and exposure of slopes in a hill 
region of a given latitude. A nap showing this distribution can contribute to the re-designing of cropland 
pattern of hill agricultural areas in Hungary. 
Agrogeographical research is one of the recently developed branches 
of landscape study in Hungary. It surveys and assesses the effects of 
physical geographical factors on crop cultivation. Its aim is to produce 
some kind of a cropland pattern map showing the order of preference of dif-
ferent plants on the basis of physical environmental endowments. These 
cropland pattern maps could be then directly applied by state farms, and 
agricultural cooperatives. ' 
Unlike the quantity of solar radiation in the growing season, 
unfavourable soil, precipitation and even topographic endowments can be 
at least theoretically - improved over large areas (consider amelior-
ation, irrigation, reclamation and strip cultivation, etc). Consequently, 
wedecided to construct a method for mapping solar radiation heat to enable 
agricultural farms on hilly terrains to adjust their field boundaries to 
the amount of heat received complying with the requirements of plants. 
The basic idea we used is extremely simple. We superposed the slope 
exposure (Fig. I) and slope angle (.Fig. 2) maps of the same area. The re-
sulting mosaic map shows an areal distribution of heat (Fig. 3). The slope 
exposure has 8 categories (N,U,S,E,NH,SH,SE,NE). The slope category map 
- as usual in Hungarian agricultural application - has the following clas-
ses: 5-12"', 12-17", 17-25", 25"< and the flat surface 5">. Thus, besides 
constructing slope exposure and angle maps we need a table showing radi-
ation heat for each of the 8 x 4 * 1 topographic conditions. Using the so 
called "cloud filter" factor we can compare the heat requirement of a plant 
during the growing season and the mosaic map showing the areal distribution 
of heat. 
The mountain we chose ás an example is found in Uest Transdanubia, 
Mount Somló is 432 metres high, built up of basaltic rocks and famous for 
its vineyards and grape vine plantations. The algorithm for computing the 
heat distribution table is described below. 
Solar constant: /„ = 1354 U.m-' at a mean Sun-Earth distance 
actual Sun-Earth distance 
1 =. given for each day 
mean Sun-Earth distance 
<j = complex transmissivity coefficient of the atmosphere ( q = 0.93) 
A = opacity factor of the atmosphere (eg. A = 3.5) 
h - Sun's elevation angle 
= latitude 
t - Sun's houi—angle 
t. = Sun's hour-angle at sunset ( -t„ = sun hour-angle at sunrise) 
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Knowing the Sun's elevation angle in houi—angle function is: 
sin h = sin ¥ . s i n <f • cos ¥ . c o s <f . c o s t III 
Hence the hour-angle of sunset </i = O) i 
cos t. = -tg <p . tg d" 171 
a = Sun's azimuth 
The relationship between azimuth and houi—angle: 
sin <p . c o s t - tg <f . c o s <p 
ctg a = 
sin t 
sin ¥ . c o s t - tg (f . c o s <p 
a - arc ctg /3/ 
sin t 
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Fig. 2. Slope categories of Ht.Sot 16 
a, ~ slope azimuth (exposure) 
i = slope angle (inclination) 
z = path of solar radiation in the atmosphere 
if O- < h =< 3' 
i f 3- < h *< a-
if 8- < h =< 35' 
if h > 35' 
Direct radiation onto a horizontal flat surface (/,) in a particular casei 
It / - 1 . sin h 151 
Let us transfer the value of the solar constant from s into radians 
C = (86400/2 ) . 1354 U.m-' = 18618536 U.m-' = 18.62 MV.nr' !b/ 
Direct radiation received by a sloping surface (/,) at a given moments 
/ , = 1. . 1'' . q" • . Csin h.cos i * cos h . s i n i . cos ( a - a , ) J 111 
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S « sun of 
Su« of daily radiation can be obtained by the integration of the function 
describing radiation in a particular case fro« sunrise to sunset: 
s * C.I-* <?** [sin h.cos i * cos h.sin i.cos (a-a, J J. dt /8/ 
- the variables are expressed by ( z , m, a)\ it can be solved by /1/, /3/. 
/4/. 
- integration U n i t s can be calculated from /2/. 
- value of C constant is given in /6/. 
- value of is given for each day and «ay be regarded as a constant for 
each day. 
Slop« angle EXPOSURE N NE E SE S SW W NW 
< 5% 1 - - ' - - - - - -
5—12% - 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
12-17» - 10 il 12 13 14 15 16 17 
17-25% — 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
25% -e — 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
fig. 3 Heit distribution up of Ht. So»It 
daily radiation 
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These formulas of the above algorithm allow the automated computation 
of direct solar radiation heat received by 33 types of terrain (with vary-
ing exposure and angle) for each day of the growning season (183 days on 
the average in Hungary). 
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C O M P A R I N G T H E A N N U A L C O U R S E O F T H U N D E R S T O R M F R E Q U E N C Y 
IN H U N G A R Y W I T H D A T A O B T A I N E D A H U N D R E D Y E A R S A G O 
b y 
Maria Szentpeter i 
MASZ enILA TAHARKEP2Ű F01SK0LA, S2EBED 
T o t h e m e m o r y of P r o f e s s o r P e c z e l y 
A aagyarországi zivatargyakoriság évi eloszlásának 100 évvel ezelOtt nyert adatokkal ttrténí 
összehasonlítása, fiz í968-77-es évek adatai szerint mutatkozó «agyarországi zivatargyakoriság évi menete és 
t közel 100 évvel ezelőtt kapott, Héjas f. által közölt eredmények között főbb vonásaiban nincs nagy 
különbség (lásd az 1., 2., és 3. ábrákat!). Ugy tűnik, hogy az általam készített statisztikához használt 
adatok talán megbízhatóbbak, vagyis a jelenkori "zivatar-mérés" szubjektív hibája mintha kisebb lenne, «int 
a 100 évvel ezelőttié. Talán ez lehet az egyik oka annak, hogy a 33. dekád körül egy kis lokális maximumot 
találtat. Héjas E. azon következtetése, miszerint "a zivatargyakoriság maximuma megelőzi a hőmérséklet 
júliusra esö maximumát", az 19&8-77-es adatok tökrében nem teljesül. 
In the main features there is not much difference between the annual course of the thunderstorm 
frequency in Hungary obtained fro* the data of the years 1968-77 and the results published by E. Héjas 
nearly a hundred years ago (see Figs. 1, 2 and 3). It seems that the recent data are more reliable, as if 
the subjective error of present-day "thunderstorm measurement" is less than the earlier one taken 100 years 
ago. Perhaps this nay be the reason for the fact that I found a small local maximum about the 33ra decade. 
£. Héjas's conclusion that "the maximum of thunderstorm frequency precedes the maximum of temperature in 
July" is not proved in the light of the 1968-77 data. 
During the past hundred years, the intensive studying of the annual • 
course of the phenomena of atmospheric electricity has, for certain rea-
sons, fallen into the background. Probably these circumstances explain that 
relating to the above problem one can only find approaching reports at 
most, even in the university text-books. In connection with the annual 
course of the thunderstorm frequency in Hungary - nearly one hundred years 
ago - EHDRE HEJAS reported rather reliable data. In his book, published in 
1898 LI], he precisely examined the atmospheric pressure, the wind, the tem-
perature, the vapour pressure and the relative humidity, the cloudiness, 
the evaporation, the ozone and finally the precipitation on stormy days. 
In his examinations he took into consideration what kind of correla-
tion is between storminess and weather situation, and which are those types 
of weather that lead to the intense developing of thunderstorms. After the 
satisfactory critical elaboration of data the collected from the territory 
of the country of that time £.. Héjas drew several conclusions which are 
worth reviving and comparing with the data of today. 
During statistical examinations it often occurs that the figures of 
the elements of the samples selected for the evaluation are not the same. 
In such cases, frequency distributions cannot be directly compared! this is 
why some sort of mathematical method must be applied to be able to directly 
compare the distributions. Since the number of the stations examined by me, 
and that of E. Héjas's stations differ, I transformed E. Héjas s monthly 
frequency values to the percentage of the annual frequency! so the obtained 
values (as relative frequencies) are independent from the number of the 
stations! so there is a possibility of direct comparison. I compared the 
obtained results to the data counted from the data of the years 1968-77 
C23. This is demonstrated by Fig. 1. E. Héjas's results are taken from the 
tables of pages 108 and 109 of his book. However, I should like to remark 
that the title writing of the tables is not correct. It is probable that 
from the data of E. Hejas 
from the data of 1968-77 
M A M J J A 
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Fig. I Annul I course oi thunderstores in Hungary in lonthly frequencies 
E. Hijas mixed the numbers of the thunderstorms with the numbers of the 
stormy days. For in his table he does not give the monthly and annual sums 
of the stormy days - as he writes in the title of his table - but the 
monthly and annual sums of the detected thunderstorms. 
E. Hejas also offers further possibility for comparison by having 
studied the annual course of thunderstorm frequency in taking them to pen-
tads. Among his conclusions, I should like to emphasize that he experienced 
a decline about the 35'" pentad. He brought this into connection with the 
fact that in the 25-year annual course of temperature there is a well rec-
ognizable decline about the SS'" pentad. Recognizing of such coincidences 
is very important, but we have to consider the fact that the mere coinci-
dence is not a reason for us to conclude with absolute certainty that there 
is a relation of cause and effect between the two variables. For in such 
cases it often came to light that the two variables depend on the changing 
of a third (possibly several other) variable(s). 
It evidently means that it would be unwise to speak about the fact 
that the cause of the changing of one variable is the changing of the other 
one. The above-mentioned decline can be shown on the basis of the ¡968-77 
data C2]. Since the frequency fluctuations are relatively great in the dis-
tribution of pentadic breaking down, so I converted E. Hijas's data into 
units of ten days (decades), and compared to the decadal distribution 
counted from the data of the years 1968-77. In order to demonstrate the 
course of the two distributions, I drew the two distribution "curves" as 
equally high (by dividing them with the maximum values). It can be seen in 
74 
— Months 
Fig. 2 Annual course of thunderstorm in decadal frequencies (unit = taxiul decadal frequency) 
the figure that the courses of the two "curves" are almost the same. The 
above-mentioned decline at the 35'" pentad or 17-18"' decade, which still 
exists in the case of 15-day intervals but is no longer so expressed, is 
recognizable at both distributions, and in the case of a monthly course, it 
disappears already. In connection with the 2"" figure, I should like to 
draw the attention to the fact as well that on the basis of the data of the 
years 1968-77, at the time of the minor (5-, 10-,or 15-day) course demon-
stration toward the end of November (at about the 33pentad) a little 
local maximum is also recognizable C23. 
Further examinations can be done also because there are a couple of 
stations among those of E. Héjas which occur among the stations examined by 
me, as well. These data are summarized in Table 1. It can be seen that, on 
the one hand, the average number of the thunderstorms is 22.4 for the sta-
tions listed by E. Héjas; on the other hand, in my statistic the number is 
25.02. The question emerges whether the two data series of Table 1, more 
precisely the two mean values, can be considered significantly different or 
not. The answer is NO. On fulfilling the two-model t-proof, it is obtained 
that the difference between the two values cannot be considered significant 
even in the case of 10 7. confidency" level. This means that the values of 
22.4 and 25.02 are practically equal. It is immediately understandable from 
the fact that in Hungary the standard deviation of thunderstorm frequencies 
is roughly 3 for one station C23. For the stations in Table 1, so for Buda-
pest, Eger, Nyíregyháza, Kalocsa and Szeged, E. Héjas gave, beside the 
annual number of the thunderstorms, even the average monthly thunderstorm 
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Table 1 
The annual su«s of thunderstorm frequencies for 12 stations 
on the basis of the data of i. H6j»s and of the years 1968-77 
Stations E. Hi.ias's data Data of the years 
1968-77 
Budapest 19.2 18.9 
Eger 23.3 23.5 
Kalocsa 21.0 18.8 
Keszthely 23.9 27.5 
Komárom 19.2 22.5 
Makó 23.0 14.3 
Mezőhegyes 20.8 27.6 
Nyiregyháza 74.6 30.0 
Sopron 20.9 27.0 
Szeged 21.6 32.7 
Szolnok 24.4 » 28.7 
Zalaegerszeg 27.2 28.8 
Sum totál 269.1 302.3 
Average for 
one station 22.4 25.2 
The italicized values are arithmetical means of two data 
published by E. H'ijas 
Table 2 
Annual course of thunderstorm distribution with monthly frequencies 
for S stations. Among the data-pairs the first one is always of £. Htjas, 
the second is of 1968-77 
1 II III IV V VI VII VIII IK X *I XII 
Budapest 0.00 0.0? 0.32 1.20 3.92 5.12 3.76 3.20 1.16 0.40 0.00 0.04 
(Szabadság- 0.00 0.4Ó 0.20 1.10 2.80 4.20 3.B0 4.40 1.80 0.00 0.20 0.00 
hegy) ' 
Eger 0.05 0.09 0.35 1.61 4.48 6.26 5.18 3.52 1.30 0.30 0.13 0.00 
0.00 0.W 0.50 1.50 3.80 6.40 6.70 4.40 1.70 0.10 0.30 0.00 
Nyíregyháza 0.00 0.12 . 0.42 1.42 3.88 6.79 5.87 3.71 1.13 0.29 0.04 0.00 
:0.00 0.20 0.20 1.50 5,90 6.80 7.30 5.10 2.S0 0.40 0.10 0.00 
Kalocsa' • 0.00 0.05 0.19 1.00 3.33 5.19 4.62 3.52 1.43 0.62 0.10 0.00 
0.00 0.30 0.40. 1.30 2.70 4.40 4.00 3.60 1.70 0.20 0.20 0.00 
Sieged 0.09 0;00 0.Í6 .1.70 3.78 3.53 4.35 2.74 1.96 0.65 0.17 0.04 
0.00 0.00 0.80 1.60 6.10 7.60 6.70 7.10 2.00 0.30 0.50 0.00 
Average 0.03 0.Ú6 0.32 1.39 3.88 5.74 4.76 3.34 1.40 0.45 0.09 0.02 
for one 0,<*> 0.20' 0.42 1.40 4.26 5.88 5.70 4.92 1.94 0.20 0.26 0.00 
fetatiqp -
Annual gum for one station- - 21.46 
25.18 
frequencies. The data used for the annual period are summarised in Table 2. 
The difference between the two distributions can be seen in Fig. 3. Here 
the most apparent thing is that the distribution counted from E. Héjas's 
data is sharper to the left than the distribution obtained from the data of 
the years 1968-77. This fact can be observed in Fig. 1, and even in Fig. 2. 
From this shift to the left E. Héjas concluded - wrongly in my opinion -
that "The majority of our thunderstorms come in early summer, and so the 
maximum of thunderstorm frequency precedes the maximum of temperature 
coming in July". According to E. Héjas's statistics, the number of thundei— 
storms for one station in Hungary is 22.2. He himself considered this value 
only a lower approaching because at several stations only the strongest 
thunderstorms could be recorded, the farther ones were not taken into con-
sideration. He chose 1.5 as tolerance in the number of thunderstorms (he 
did not give any reason for his choice). In the chapter "Thunderstorm Stat-
istics", it was average values as about 25 and 26 average value - instead 
of the above-mentioned number of thunderstorms - which he considered to be 
the most probable estimated values. These latter values correspond very 
well with the average values obtained on the basis of the 1968-77 data [2]. 
E. Héjas gives 19.2 thunderstorms annually for the northern slope of 
Várhegy in Budapest, and this is almost equal to the mean value of 18.9 of 
station on Szabadsághegy obtained on the basis of the data of the years 
1968-77. In C3,4] I have dealt in greater detail with the identities and 
differences relating to the spatial distribution' of the thunderstorm 
frequency in Hungary, a swell as to the annual courses óf the fulguration 
and hail frequencies. In the main features there is not a great difference 
I 
— M o n t h s — 
Fig. 3 Ainua/ distribution of thunderstorts on the basis of the data fro• the toms of Budapest, 
iger, Hyiregyhiza, Kalocsa and Szeged in aonthly frequencies 
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between the annual course of thunderstorm frequency in Hungary obtained 
from the data of the years 1968-77 . and the results obtained by £. Héjas 
nearly ¡00 years ago (see Figs. 1, 2 and 3). 
It seems that the data used for my statistics are perhaps more reli-
able; that is, it seems as if the subjective mistake was smaller in present 
day "thunderstorm measuring" than in the one 100 years ago. Perhaps this 
may be one of the reasons for the fact that I found a small local maximum 
around the 33''" decade. £. Héjas 's conclusion that "the maximum of thundei— 
storm frequency precedes the maximum of temperature, falling in July" is 
not confirmed by the data from 1968-77. 
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T H E F I R S T T W O Y E A R S O F H A I L - P R E V E N T I O N IN B A C S - K I S K U N C O U N T Y 
by L 
Peter Peter 
A Bics-Kiskun tegyei jtgeslelhirltis elsf Ht éve. A tanulmánya dél-baranyai kísérleti jellegi 
jégesfielháritó rendszer tapasztalatainak felhasználásával létesített, 1984 óta mükBdfl "Bács-Kiskun megyei 
Rakétás Jégesfielháritó Egység" elsfl két évének tapasztalatairól számol be. Foglalkozik a védett terület 
kiválasztásának szempontjaival, a védett terület éghajlati viszonyaival, a jégesfik gyakoriságával és terü-
leti eloszlásával, a Jégesfielháritó Egység felépítésével, a jégesfielháritás módszerével és az Egységben 
folytatott gyakorlatával. 
The study reports on the experience of the first tHO years of the "Bács-Kiskun County Hail-
preventing Unit Kith Rockets", established making use of the experience of south Baranya hail-preventing 
system of experimental character and operating since 1984. It deals Hith the aspects of the selection of 
the protected area's climatic conditions, the frequency and regional distribution of hails, the structure 
of the Hail-preventing Unit, the method of hail-supression, and its practice in the Unit. 
' Introduction 
Hail is one of fhe most dangerous atmospheri^ phenomena. Year by year 
it causes considerable damage in agriculture. Agricultural production, by 
the transformation of its structure, and by its becoming more intensive, is 
growing more and more sensitive to hail. 
Hail-prevention endeavours to bring about changes artificially in the 
internal microphysical processes of a cloud or a system of clouds, and in 
the microstructure of the cloud. That essentially means letting artificial 
ice-nucleis (silver or lead iodide) in large quantities into what is called 
the thundercloud's (cumulonimbus) accumulation zone ÍSIJLAKVILIDIÍ, 1965), which 
is of large water concentration and where water is to be found in a supei— 
cooled state. 
So the number of the ice-nucleis is increased at least a hundredfold, 
and by that, the water drops, which have grown supercooled, are forced to 
freeze away from the natural ice-nucleis. As a result of the intervention, 
the increase of the natural hailstones is limited; whereby many more but 
much smaller hailstones come into being. These, while falling, partly or 
entirely melt in the ail—space of positive temperature before dropping onto 
the surface. 
In Hungary it was in 1973 that a government decision was born for the 
introduction of the protection against hail iHlRJH, 1985). Prior to that, as 
early as 1961, the research team of cloud physics was formed which got, as 
á task, the theoretical preparation and foundation of this practical activ-
ity. 
In this country the first hail-preventing unit was developed in 
Baranya County, where in 1976 the protection began. 
The structure of the "Bács-Kiskun megyei Rakétás Jégesfielháritó Egység" 
or Bács RJE (Bács-Kiskun County Hail-preventing Unit with Rockets) 
After the successful trials of intervention in Baranya, a decision 
was born for the extension of hail-prevention. The choice fell, as quasi 
the continuation of the Baranya protected area, on the southern part of 
Bács-Kiskun County, where grapes, fruits and vegetables - which are sen-
sitive to hail - amount to an important part of agricultural produce (Hosz-
szuhegy, Baja and Bácsalmás Agricultural Combinâtes, the district of 
Kalocsa, etc.). 
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Subsequently to the planning and effectuation, in 1985 began the 
defence in the Bács-Kiskun County Hail-preventing Unit uith Rorkets (Bá^s 
KJE). 
The pr-otected area (PA) of the Bács RJE is bordered in the west by 
the Danube, in the south by the Hungarian-Jugoslav national boundary, in 
the east approximately by the line Csikéria-Kiskunhalas, and in the north 
by the line Kiskunhalas-Császártöltés-Fajsz. Its area is approximately 
5,000 km=. The direction centre (DC) of the system settled in Dusnok, in 
the north-western tip of the protected area. 
Fig. 1 Situation of the protected area of the Bécs-Kiskun County Hail-preventig Unit uith Rockets 
('Bács-Kiskun legyei Ratétá5 Jégesöelhárltó ígystg" or Bács fijf) in Hungary 
The determination of the protected area cannot be considered to be 
exact for several reasonst 
- because of safety regulations the major settlements and their im-
mediate environments cannot be defined; 
- there are no reliable data relating to how long the nucleation 
makes its influence felt in the clouds, and in what way this manifests 
itself in the space. 
Placing the direction centre into the north-western corner of the 
protected area carries several advantages. For example: 
- the thunderstorm activity or haily processes, approaching mostly 
from the west, can be observed well in advance, and thus in the system, 
preparedness can be ordered in time; 
- the area called "dead ground", which is in the immediate vicinity 
of the radar and has a radius of about 10 km, is confined to the smallest 
one possible; 
- for scanning the aii—space of the protected area, you have to move 
the aerial of the radar in sector only, which means a considerable time-
saving. 
In the area of the Bács RJE, the protection is effected from 18 
rocket launching bases. Corresponding with the parameters of the method 
applied and of the rockets used for the intervention, these bases have been 
settled so that the regions with a radius of 8 ka considered to be useful 
should partly overlap each other (Fig. 2). This, in principle, makes it 
possible for us to send reagents over any point of the protected area. 
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Fig 2 Protected area and netmrks of launching stations and hail indicators of Bbcs RJC 
Climatic Conditions 
Concerning the Bàcs RJE's area, we only possess informations about 
the protection season il" April - 31'* October) and about as few as 2-3 
years. For that very reason, the analysis and judgement of the data partly 
deviate from the usual points of view. Instead of averageings, the numbers 
and percentage distributions of cases have been scrutinized. In addition, 
the practicable aspects of hai1-prevention require, too, for the protected 
area to be considered as a unit (abstractly punctiform). 
The Bàcs RJE's protected area belongs to this country's districts of 
secondary maximum thunderstorm frequency (BACSO, J95-J). According to the 
obervations of many years, the number of the stormy days can be put at 
20 - 30 yearly. By contrast, in 19S5 in thé area of the Bàcs RJE there were 
37, while in 1986 there were 54 days on which it was at at least one sta-
tion of the system that thunderstorm was reported. The numbers of the 
' thunderstorms were something greater than that; in 1985 the number was 42, 
while in 1986 it was 58. The points of time of the outbreaks of the 
thunderstorms, according to the ones known from literature, can mainly be 
dated to the afternoon hours, between 12 and 19 hours (1000-1700 GMT). In 
addition, the percentage of the late evening and night thunderstorms, too, 
is considerable, more than 20 '/. (Table 1). 
Also the distribution of hails in space and time is asystematic. Lit-
erature (8/KS0, 1953, 60T7 and MSZAROS, 1968) keeps in mind 1-3 hails a year 
averagely at every measuring point in this country. On the basis of the 
Bàcs RJE's measurements by hail indicators in 1984-1986, all that is veri-
fied (Fig. 3). In the thrëe years analysed, the number of the points at 
which 4, possibly even 5 hails occured was inconsiderable (.Fig. 3, 1986). 
From the measurements carriead out so far it seems that' it is the western 
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Fig. J Huibers of dataged bail indicators in each insuring point 
edge of the protected area - first of all, the range of Baja, Hoh&cs and 
Sdklisd - as well as its south-eastern part which are most frequently 
reached by hailstorms. At the same time, in each of the three years id did 
not hail at all in a considerable part of the protected area. 
The observations at the single points do not truly reflect the hail-
frequency of an area. Just therefore, it is advisable to extend the inves-
tigation of hail-frequency over a major area (1,000 km'). According to the 
Hungarian researches relating to this (SStl and KESZ/WffS, 1968), in this area of 
the Great Hungarian Plain, where also the protected area of the Bics RJE is 
to be found, it hails 6-8 times yearly. If,, again, the protected area is 
considered as a unit, and the practicable aspects of hail-prevention are 
made primary, then the number of hails will be even considerably greater 
than that. So for instance, in 1984 there were 25, in 1985 there were 22, 
while in 1986 there were 27 days on which it hailed at at least one point 
of the BAcs RJE's protected area (Table 2). 
Observing the monthly distribution of the hails, it turns out that 
most haily days occur in May, in 28.4 '/. of the cases. This is followed by 
June and July (23.0 7. and 21.6 '/. respectively), then by April <14.9 %> and 
August <8.1 '!.) - (Table 2). Otherwise, this distribution does not differ 
essentially from the distribution known from literature (B/CSO, 1953). 
The day-time distribution of the beginnings' of the hails has been 
calculated on the basis >of the voluntary observers' reports. During three 
years - 1984, 1985 and 1986 - from the protected area arrived 205 reports 
of hail altogether (Table J). In 144 cases (70.0 7.), the hails began 
between 14 and 19 hours (12-17 GMT). Within that, in most cases (17.2 X) 
between 18 and 19 hours (16-17 GMT). At night and in the morning, between 
22 and 13 hours, hails only occur exceptionally (Table 4). The day-time 
distribution made known considerably deviates from those known from litera-
ture. 
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The lengths of time of the hails, too, have been calculated from the 
voluntary observers' reports. Accordingly, hailing only rarely holds on for 
more than 5-10 minutes (Table 5). Of the 205 reports already mentioned, in 
168 cases the duration of hailing, could also be determined; 71 times of 
these (42.2 '/.), the hailings did not last longer than 5 minutes; however, 
in as many as 77.9 7. of the cases they were of a stretch of time shorter 
than 15 minutes. It is noticeable that in April, May and June the hails are 
not only more frequent but they last longer as well. 
Hail generally comes into being under specific aerosynoptic condi-
tions, to which also contribute the physical and geographical characteris-
tics of the area. In the evolution of these processes, the thermal strat-
ification of the air-space, and the altitudes of the isothermal levels of 
0"C, -5"C and -10"C determining the condition of hail-formation are of 
decisive importance. The shaping of the thundery and haily processes as 
well as of the altitudes of the isothermal levels of 0"C and -10"C in the 
first four months (April-July) of the defence season of the year 1985 are 
shown by Fig. 4. (There was an intervention or there were interventions on 
days emphasized by dotting.) 
Fig. 4 Changes of the heights of the isotheras of 0°C and -10°C measured at Szeged by radio sondes 
(at 0000 and 1200 CUT), as nell as the distributions of thunder¡torts, hails and inter-
ventions bettieen 1 April, 1985 and 31 July, 1985 
It is generally accepted that the majority of hails are attached to 
frontal processes; in most cases they occur in a deepenining cyclone, or in 
the foreside of the trough. A condition of hail danger may also develop 
differently from that as, and more than once even in a small area. In 
Fig. 5 the wether situation of 15th1 June 1986 and the tunderstorm and hails 
attaching to that can be seen. Under the influence of a weakening pressure 
field in the basin of the Mediterranean, there emerged though thunderstorms 
in Hungary all over the country; hail, however, was reported by not more 
than two Transdanubian stations (Sümeg and Mohács). The only meteorological 
station (the one in Baja) to be found in the protected area, also, was 
3 
Fi'j. 5 neither situation of 15 June, 1Ш, as ueil as the distribution of the thunderstoris and 
hails attaching to it 
missed by hail. Nevertheless, almost one-third of the Bics ftJE's area was 
destroyed by hail; and in 1986 the greatest damage done by hail occurred on 
this day, in an area of some 7,000 hectares. 
The method and practice of hail-prevention in the Bics RJE 
Hai1-prevent ion applies several methods and technologies in these 
days. In our country - and thus also in the Bács RJE - defence goes on by 
the procedure based on the principle of what is called the "competing 
embryo-hypothesis", and which has been worked out in the Soviet Union. To 
send artificial ice nuclei (silver iodide) into the clouds, rockets are 
used. The major parameters of both the single- and the two-stage type 
ALAZAN Soviet rockets are contained by Table 6. 
As conditions of the rise and growth of hail, the following things 
must be realized in the cloud: 
- the velocity of maximum updraught should exceed the value of 10 ms~J , 
- the maximum velocity of updraught should be in the negative 
temperature range, 
- the temperature of the upper level of convection should be 
below -25-C, 
- the moisture content of the accumulation zone should be able to 
ensure the moist growth of hailstones. 
Under given circumstances, the water supply of the cloud is deter-
mined by the velocity of updraugh't. 
The final size of hailstones depends on: 
- the velocity of updraught, 
- the thickness of the accumulation zone, 
- the water supply of the accumulation zone. 
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The radius of hailstones is given by the relation below: 
Rrri = 
where R, = the mean radius of natural hailstones, 
N = the concentration of natural ice-formations, 
N. = the concentration of artificial ice-formations. 
Thus consequently, if the concentration of natural ice nuclei is ar-
tificially increased a hundredfold, then the mean radius of hailstones will 
decrease to its one-fifth. In Baranya County, according to the investiga-
tions done in relation to the unidimensional cloud model (HOLHAR, 1985), the 
maximum speeds of updraught reached or exceeded 15 s s _ J in all cases on the 
days when hails developed within the air mass. In 80 % of the cases, the 
maximum speeds of updraught reached or exceeded 20 m s~'f while in 70 '/. 
they fell between 20 and -30 ns~'. At the same time, on the 'not icy ' days 
they were less than 15 »5"' in one-third of the cases . 
The preparation of defence begins by analysing the synoptic situ-
ation, and the thermodynamic state of the air-space. For this, thunderstorm 
forecasts are made twice daily. As auxiliary materials, the following 
things come into use: surface and contour charts, TEMP telegram (depending 
on the general circulation, the ascents in Budapest, Szeged, Belgrade or 
Zagreb), GRID + a 12 hours' forecast, as well as the unidimensional cloud 
model derived from the TEMP. The frequency of radar observations (whether 
they are made every three hours, or every hour, or continuously) is deter-
mined by the information content of the forecast (Fig. 7). 
By the help of the cloud model, the profile of the speed of vertical 
updraught expectable in the thounderstorm cloud, the ice and water contents 
of the cloud, the temperature profile in the cloud, as well as the growth 
of the hailstones during their rise can be determined. It is in this manner 
that the range of the thunderstorm cloud between -5" and -10"C, which must 
be nucleated during the intervention can be marked out (Fig. é). 
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Fig. 6 Ihe (shaded) area to be nucleated of the hail-dangerous thunderstor* cell 
As the first step of the intervention (nucleation) procedure, the de-
tection of the air-space is carried out by a Soviet made MRL-5 meteorologi-
cal radar, deposited in the direction centre, and operating at wave-lengths 
of 3.2 cu and 10 cm. When 1 the intensity of the reflected sign exceeds the 
threshold of sensitivity of the radio locator, then the radio echo of the 
sounded object appears, in the form of a bright spot, on the screen of the 
of the radar. (This is called the reflection zone of the meteorological 
target.) The intensity of the signal released by the locator and reflected 
off a cloud, depends on the sizes, physical conditions and shapes of the 
cloud particals. It is the sizes of a precipitation particle that are the 
most important factor, for the intensities of the reflections are propoi— 
tional to the si:;th power of the diameters of the particles. This means 
that if the diameter of the cloud particles increase by an order, then the 
reflected signals will be a million times intenser. 
When the parameters got from the radio locator measurings reach the 
criterions of the danger of icing determined in the method, the nucleation 
of the cloud starts (Fig. 7). 
Fig. 7'Process-figure oi the intervention procedure 
If the nucleation starts too early, there exists a danger that we 
intervene needlessly, already before the cloud becomes hai1-dangerous. If, 
again, the intervention•is late, and the development of hail has already 
taken place in the cloud; the intervention will be ineffective. 
For. nucleating the hai 1-dangerous cells, the direction centre gives, 
at V.H.F., the rocket launching base most suitable for the intervention an 
order to fire. The trajectories of the rockets launched in the directions 
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of a triple fan are so determined by the leader of the intervention that 
the greatest part of the courses of the rockets should fall between the 
isothermal levels of -5"C and -10"C, there where hailstone formation is the 
most intensive. During the reagent dispersion lasting about -35 seconds, 60-
120 grams of reagents get into every cubic kilometre of the cloud; en-
suring with this the more than a hundredfold ice nucleus concentration 
postulated by the principle of competition. 
In the 1985 season of defence, continuous observations were on 28 
days, in the 1986 one on 35. The number of the days with intervention was 
considerably smaller, 14 in /985, while it was 24 in 1986. In the two sea-
sons, measurings with radio locators were carried out relating to 1,271 
cells altogether. Of these, 166 were nucleated (Table 7). 
The cells measured have been put among three groups: 
- icy ones - the ones to that some unambiguous information of ice 
could be added; 
- not icy ones - the ones to that no information of ice 
could be added; 
- uncertain ones - the ones that had either been measured outside the 
defended area, and their qualities are not decidable; or had been 
in the defended area though, but from the available informations of 
ice it cannot be unambiguously decided from which cells they derive 
The ratio of the icy cells to the nucleated ones was 7.3(57 in .1985, 
while it was 80:109 in 1986. If, in turn, we also consider that it also 
hailed from at least a part of the cells put into the group of the uncer-
tain ones, then the conclusion can be reached that a considerable part of 
the hail-dangerous cells received no intervention. 
The observation of the regional distribution of the hails 
The intensities of hails, their distribution in space and time, as 
well as the cloud-modificating effect of nucleation can only be valued by 
an observation network adequate for this. For that, the usual meteoro-
logical network is not suitable, is too sparse. 
From the Bics RJE's protected area and its immediate vicinity, a 
multi-channel information system is available. 
They are as follows: 
- the verbal reports of the rocket launching bases, 
- the hail reports of the voluntary observers, 
- the network of hailpads, 
- the reports about the damage done by hails, 
- the measurings with radio locators. 
With most information of these supply the written hail reports of the 
voluntary observers. We come to know from them the place, beginning and 
duration of a hail, the distribution of the hailstones according to size, 
the damage caused, etc. (Tables 3, 4, 5, and 8). The numbers of hail 
reports sent in of a hail-day alternated between 1 and 49; the ones of 
those sent in from the protected area, between 1 and 36. 
For estimating the areas of thunderstorm cell size, it is the network 
of hailpads which is suitable. To this end, the protected area of the BAcs 
RJE is divided into quadrate areas of 3 km >< 3 km (Fig. 2). At some known 
point of every area of 9 km 2 like this a hailpad is placed. 
The hailpads are slabs with a volume of 30 c• X 30 cm X 2 cm, made 
from polyurethane foam, on which an aluminium foil of a thickness of 
lOyiwis sticked. Hav.ing been laid on metal plates, the polyurethane slabs 
are fixed horizontally on a stand. On these deformable plates even hail-
stones with a diameter smaller than 5 mm leave their marks. Hailmarks left 
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on a surface of 900 c»* like that can be counted. We can determine the 
according-to-sine distribution of the hailstones, then from that we can 
calculate their total mass and kinetic energy <S2EKELY and 20L1AH, 1?84>. If we 
project the data, obtained so, to the damaged area, then we can estimate 
the degree of the loss of vegetable culture. 
In the BAcs RJE, for determining the real sizes of hailstones we use 
certified measuring slabs. They are so made that from a definite height, 
steel balls of a known density but of different diameters are dropped onto 
a usual hailpad slab. Comparing the impressions, which have come into being 
so, with the hailstone marks, the diameter of a hailstone can straight be 
visually determined. The advantage of the procedure, first of all, consists 
in the fact that it is easy to manage, and is operative. 
Setting the hailpads out into the place pointed out in advance (for 
the most part into the same point) is performed in spring, before the be-
ginning of the season of defence. Their gathering in when finishing the 
season. In summer, in times of hailing the hailpads are counterchecked (the 
damaged ones are replaced) according to a programme fixed in advance, or in 
all cases when a hail-dangerous thunderstorm cell has passed over the area 
in question. In this way, it is always up-to-date informations that are 
available in the network of hailpads. 
In the defended and neighbouring areas of the BAcs RJE, the observa-
tions were executed in 1984 by 253, in ¡985 by 265 and in 198b by 304 
hailpads. 
Table 8 contains the according to size distribution of the hail-
stones. The first half of the table has been made by processing the 
hail reports of the voluntary observers. The reports classify the fallen 
hailstones according to their sizes. Occasionally there may also occur 
hailstone sizes classabl» among all the size categories. The second half of 
the table contains the' measurements with the hailpads-, within that the 
monthly or yearly numbers of the damaged hailpads, and the diameter of the 
biggest hailstone measured in a month or a year. 
Damage done by hail. Compensation 
In BAcs-Kiskun County, before the introduction of hail-prevention, 
averagely 25,971 hectares of the insured areas had been befallen by hails 
yearly, and the sum of the compensations amounted to Ft 98,418,000 on a 
yearly average. This means that to each damaged hectare fell Ft 3,790. Of 
late years, the extent of the areas insured against damage done by hails 
has increased because the conclusion of the insurance contract is compul-
sory for the co-operative and state farms in the protected area. 
In 1984, reparable damage, i.e. damage over 5 7. arose on 56,68? hec-
tares in the protected area. The areas which had suffered damage over 5 7. 
came to 15,725 hectares in i985, while in 19S6 they came to 17,8il hectares 
(Table '?). In fact, the extent of the areas which had suffered damage by 
hails must have been essentially larger than that; namely these numbers do 
not include the areas not insured and the ones which had suffered less 
damage than 5 '!., as well as the damage which had arisen in small farms. To 
this we should only like to mention that in 1985 and 1986 the extent of the 
areas which had suffered less than 5 7. (consequently not reparable) damage 
was almost just as large as that of the ones which had suffered greater 
than 5 '/. damage. 
In 1985 the Allami Biztosltb (the Hungarian State Insurance Company) 
paid damages of 106.9 million forints for the damage done by hails. In 1986 
the sum of the indemnities touched 123.9 million forints. 
In the majority of cases, a considerable part of the damage done by 
hail arises on a few, more than once on 1-2 days. So for example, in the 
later protected area, on one single day, 2 July 1984 reparable damage done 
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by hail arose, totalling 30,018 hectares. That amounts to 54.3 '/. of the 
area which in 1984 suffered reparable damage by hail, and which is almost 
as great in itself as the areas that suffered reparable damage in the years 
1985 and 1986 taken all together. Similarly, on 8 and 23 June 1985, too, 
14,973 hectares were overtaken by reparable damage by hail, what correspond 
to 51.1 7. of the total damaged area of that year. 
Conclusions 
In the - short - period analysed, the spatial and temporal distribu-
tions of the stormy and haily processes, in many respects agreed, with 
those known from literature, but, on numerous points, departed from them. 
It was relatively often that hail occurred in the evening and night hours. 
The hail prevention system presented conforms to the random distribution of 
atmospheric phenomena, in the course of its operation, however, the limits 
of traditional, punctiform observations show themselves. 
Although in the area of the Bdcs RJE, between 1984 and 1966, hail 
fell on 22-27 days annually, nearly half of the damage, which occurred, was 
each year concentrated on one or two days. 
Table I 
Points of time of the beginnings of thunderstorms risen in the area of the Bins W E (1985-1986) 
Number of Number of H o u r s 
days with thunder-
thunder- stores 0 1 2 3 4 5 4 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Year Months store altogether 1 2 3 4 5 4 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 14 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
IV 1 1 1 
1 V . 18 20 1 1 1 1 3 2 3 4 1 2 1 
9 VI 5 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 
8 VII 5 4 ' 1 2 1 1 1 
5 VIII 6 7 1 1 2 1 2 
IX 2 2 2 
Sun total 37 42 2 - 1 2 1 2 4 4 7 2 4 1 3 - 1 3 2 1 
1 IV & 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 
9 V 10 10 1 I 2 2 1 2 1 
8 VI 17 21 . 1 1 1 1 3 3 2 4 2 1 2 
6 VII 12 12 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 
VIII 9 9 I 1 1 2 2 1 1 
Sue Total 54 58 1 3 - - 1 1 1 - 1 4 1 - 5 9 3 5 5 4 4 - 1 2 5 -
1985-1986 
Sum total 91 100 3 3 1 2 1 1 1 - 1 4 2 2 9 14 10 7 9 5 9 - 2 5 7 1 
8 9 
Table 2 
Distribution of hail-days in the area of the Sics Ml (1984-1986) 
Sept. Oct. Sua total 
1 - 25 
1 1 22 
27 
2 1 74 
2.7 1.3 100.0 
Year Apr. May. June July Aug. 
1984 5 7 5 5 2 
1985 1 9 4 5 1 
1986 5 5 8 6 3 
1984-1986 11 21 17 16 6 
1984-1986 X 14.9 28.4 23.0 21.6 8.1 
Table 3 
Distribution of hail reportd received from the network of voluntary observers of the Sks ijf (1984-1986) 
Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.Oct. Total 
1 About how nany day 
9 have they reported 
8 
' 4 Nuaber of reports 
total 7 12 6 5 4 1 35 
from PA 5 6 1 4 2 - 18 
total 14 67 45 45 18 6 • • 195 
fro« PA 6 20 17 17 3 - 63 
1 About how nany days 
9 have they reported 
8 
5 Nunber of reports 
1 About how «any days 
9 have they reported 
8 
6 №i»ber of reports 
total 2 11 3 
fron PA - 6 3 
total 3 124 33 
fro« PA - 26 13 
total 6 6 10 
fro« PA 4 3 6 
total 93 53 53 
fro« PA 40 19 23 
5 4 2 1 28 
4 1 1 1 16 
37 6 8 1 212 
9 1 1 1 51 
2 3 - - 27 
2 2 - - 17 
21 13 - - 233 
5 4 - - 205 
1984-1986 
About how nany days total 15 29 19 12 11 3 1 90 
have they reported f m PA 9 15 10 10 5 1 1 51 
Nuaber of reports total 110 244 131 103 37 14 1 640 
fro« PA 46 65 53 31 8 1 1 205 
PA « Protected Area 
90 
Table 4 
Day-tlie distribution of the beginnings of hails fallen in the area of the 84cs RJE. 
(On the basis of the voluntary observers'reports, 1984-1984.) 
H o u r s 
Year Months 0 1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 13 14 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 














1 IV 1 1 1 3 3 20 3 4 4 40 
9 V 3 4 6 1 2 1 19 
8 VI 1 1 2 I 4 13 1 23 
4 VII 1 1 3 3 
VIII 1 2 1 4 
Total 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 6 11 5 4 24 5 4 17 1 2 91 
1984-1984 




3 4 2 1 1 3 1 
1 S 11 
1 1 1 
3 14 3 12 17 3 1 1 1 1 
1 2 2 4 12 1 2 1 
3 8 1 1 . 















1 4 5 15 13 1 5 4 2 51 
1984-1984 1.0 0.5 1.0 4.9 14.1 10.7 4.9 8.8 1.0 100.0 
i 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 13.2 14.5 17.5 3.4 1.5 
Tabl« 5 
Distribution according to duration of hails observed in the area of Bid KU. 
(On the basis of the voluntary observer«' reports, 1984-1986.) 
Length of tiat (ninuti) 
Month Vear 1- 3 6-10 11-13 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46-50 51-53 56-60 61-73 76-90 Hall-reports 
total 
A 1984 3 i - i J 
p 1985 ' 
r 1986 20 3 4 - - 3 - 1 - - - 2 - - S3 
Total 23 5 4 - - 3 - 1 - - - 3 - 1 40 
H 1984 7 4 - 3 - 1 1 1 17 a 1985 5 5 3 2 1 2 1 - 19 
y 1986 7 3 2 1 1 - 1« 
Total 19 12 3 6 2 3 i - - - . - j 4 - 50 
J 1984 5 3 3 1 - 1 1 - - 14 u 1983 3 5 4 12 
n 1986 3 4 4 4 - - I 1 - - - - - - 1» 
Total 13 12 11 3 - 1 I 1 - - - t 45 
J 1984 4 3 3 2 - I - - - 13 u 1985 4 2 ' - 6 
1 1 9 8 6 J - - 1 - 1 - . - - - - - - 5 
Total 11 7 3 3 - 2 - 26 
A 1984 2 - 2 u 1985 1 1 
« 1986 2 2 
Total 5 - - 3 
8 1984 - - - -
e 1983 - - - - - l 1 
p 1986 - - - -
t 
Total - - - - - j - - - - - - - - 1 
0 1984 
c 1985 - 1 1 
t 1986 - - -
Total - 1 - - - - 1 
1984-1986 
Apr - Oct 
Sua total 71 37 23 14 ,2 10 2 2 - - - 3 1 1 161 
I 42.2 22.0 13.7 8.3 1.2 6.0 1.2 1.2 3.0 0.6 0.6 100.0 
Table 6 
A ten characteristic data of the Soviet rockets of ALAZAN type used by the files SJE 
Type of rocket 
Alazan Alazan Alazan Alazan 
Characteristics M N-lSzT 2M 21-lSzT 
Diaaeter <<mt) 82.5 82.5 82.5 82.5 
length (tui) 1294-1312 838-850 1343-1354 884-895 
Mass (kg) 9.64 6.54 8.30 4.80 
Mass of reagent charge, PbJ2(kg) 1.12 1.12 1.28 1.28 
Maxima flying height, (ka) 7.9 4.3 9.08 4.3 
Maxima flying range, tkn) 9.7 5.1 10.0 4.4 
Tiae of self destroying, (s) 43*4 43*4 47 47 
Duration of dispersing, (s) about 35 
Output of ice nuclei, (number of pieces) 2.10' 12 - 5.10'3 
Table 7 
Huaber of thunderstorm cells aeasured by a radio locator and nucleated in 1985-1986 
Cells aeasured by a radar 
Year Month Total Icy Non-icy Dubious Nucleated Nucber of days Height of 
with intervention cloud top, ka 
Apr. 7 - 5 2 - • - 5.4 
1 Hay 290 52 165 42 7 14.0 
9 June 107 11 90 6 5 3 13.2 
8 July 66 10 44 12 10 4 17.8 
5 Aug. 26 - 22 4 7 - 10.0 
Total 496 73 326 97 57 14 17.8 
X 100.0 14.7 65.7 19.6 11.5 X X 
Apr. 107 22 12 73 14 3 12.2 
I May 207 24 54 129 29 12.B 
1 June 263 14 40 209 29 6 15.4 
8 July 96 15 14 67 26 6 15.0 
6 Aug. 102 5 23 74 11 4 12.8 
Total 775 80 143 552 109 24 25.4 
X tOO.G 10.3 18.5 71.2 14.1 X X 
1985-1986 total 1271 153 469 649 166 38 17.8 
1985-1984 X 100.0 12.0 36.9 51.1 13.1 X X 
•Table 8 
R e p o r t o f v o l u n t a r y o b s e r v e r s Heasuring by indicators 
Distribution of hailstones according to size Diameter of Nuober of Diameter of 
(case-number, no) the biggest daaaged the biggest 
hailstone indicators hailstone 
Year Month Number of 
reports 0-5 5.1-7.5 7.6-10 10.1-12.5 12.6-15 15.1-20 20.1-25 25< (Ml) (piece) (um) 
IV 6 4 - - 2 - - - - 12.5 . 21 15.0 
1 V 20 10 11 9 6 1 2 - - 20.0 151 22.5 
9 VI 17 9 И 6 3 1 - - - 15.0 133 20.0 
8 VII 17 4 4 2 4 6 9 И 9 25.0 53 45.0 
4 via 3 1 1 I - - 1 1 - 25.0 40 25.0 
IX - - - - - - - - - U 15.0 
Total 63 28 27 18 15 В 12 12 9 25.0 409 45.0 
IV - - - - - - - - - - 7 7.5 
1 V 26 15 17 10 2 1 - - - 10.0 124 20.0 
9 VI 13 5 8 6 5 - - - - 12.5 68 22.5 
8 VII 9 6 2 1 1 1 2 1 ' - 25.0 18 17.5 
5 VIII 1 1 - - - - - - •- 5.0 - -
IX 1 1 - - - - - - 5.0 - -
X 1 1 1 - - - - - - 7.5 -
Total 51 29 28 17 8 2 2 1 - 25.0 • 217 22.5 
IV 40 15 16 17 8 4 2 - 20.0 98 22.5 
1 V 19 8 7 9 8 - - - - 12.5 65 22.5 
9 VI • 23 U 13 Ь 3 4 1 - - 20.0 123 22.5 
8 V U 5 - - 3 3 1 • - - - 15.0 • 35 22.5 
6 VIII 4 - 2 2 2 3. 2 2 - 25.0 27 20.0 
Total 91 34 38 37 !Ч 12 5 2 - 25.0 348 22.5 
1984-1986 
Sum total 205 91 93 72 41 22 19 15 9 25.0 974 45.0 
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D E C I S I O N S T R A T E G I E S B A S E D O N F O R E C A S T S 
O F A L T E R N A T I V E W E A T H E R S T A T E S 
b y 
J. Mi ka 
CENTRAL INSTITUTE or ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS, BUDAPEST, HUHGARY 
Alternatív időjárási állapotok előrejelzésén alapult döntési stratégiák. Két egymást kizáró időjá-
rási állapot egyikének bekövetkezésére vonatkozó éghajlati valószínűségek, kategórikus prognózisok illetve 
valószínűségi előrejelzések optimális felhasználását mutatjuk be egy általános döntési helyzetben, mely két 
adekvát és egy kompromisszumos intézkedés közöl enged választást a prognózis tartalmától és az elemi gazda-
sági következményektűi függően. Mindhárom időjárási információ-típusra megadjuk az optimális stratégia ki-
választásának paraméteres kritériumait. E kiválasztás az éghajlati információt felhasználó három triviális 
stratégia esetén három, a kategórikus prognózis kilenc lehetséges stratégiájára pedig mindössze hat egyen-
lőtlenség megoldását igényli, A valószínűségi prognózis esetében kimutathatjuk, hogy a kompromisszumos 
intézkedés felhasználása nem minden gazdasági paraméter-együttesre ad jobb stratégiát, mint a két adekvát 
intézkedés közötti határ-valószinüséget optimálisan kiválasztó stratégia. A paraméteres stratégia-ki jelölé-
seket a Péczely-tlpusokhoz kapcsolódó meteorológiai példával is szemléltetjük. 
Optimal application of climatic probabilities, categorical and probability forecasts of tiio 
alternative weather states is demonstrated in a generalized decision situation allowing the choice between 
two adequate and one compromizing operations in connection with the content of the forecast and the elemen-
tary financial consequences. Criteria for choosing the optimum strategy expressed by parameters of the 
decision model are presented for the three types od weather information. This choice demands the solution 
of three inequations in case of the three possible strategies based on climatic information and only six 
inequations for the nine strategies applying categorical forecasts. In case of probabilistic forecasts it 
is demonstrated that the application of a compromizing operation improves the best strategy with the two 
adequate operations not for all possible ensembles of the economical parameters. Parametrized strategy 
specifications are illustrated in a meteorological example connected with macrosynoptic types defined by 
Péczely. 
1. Introduction 
Weather forecasts are generally applied in economical decisions 
mainly based on subjective reflections of the likely gains or losses in 
connection with the possible operations, the external conditions (eg. 
weather, in our case), the a priori probabilities of the conditions, the 
elementary financial consequences of each operation influenced by the 
actual external condition, the decision criterion and strategies to fulfill 
this criterion (AHBERSOH et al., 1977). The appearance of subjectivity in the 
decision is generally caused by the complexity of real decisions and the 
limited accuracy in estimations of the elementary consequences. Neverthe-
less there are some simple operative decisions where the main uncertainty 
is the weather condition and quantitative decision models are applied. 
The uncertainty of future weather conditions can be decreased to some 
extent studying the a priori probability of the weather conditions, i.e. 
the climate of the area in question, which in practice can be approximated 
by the statistic of weather elements from the past. (The detected and pro-
jected climate variations can generally be neglected in case of activities 
influenced by daily weáther conditions but they are worth taking into con-
sideration if the process is governed by longer time averages eg. monthly 
means - HIKA and BOHCZ, 1983, KOPPAHY, ¡987 - .) 
A generally more efficient estimation for the expected weather 
condition is the use of a continous stream of specialized forecasts (i.e. 
processed and designed just for this decision) that can also integrate the 
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information on the initial conditions of the atmosphere. However there is a 
limitation also int. he second alternative namely the uncertainty of the 
forecast-skill whicn is mainly caused by the effort of forecasting centers 
to assimilate the maximum of the attainable information and the experience 
of the experts that a combination of objective methods with the subjective 
(synoptical) experience gives better forecasts than any objective routine 
alone. Disadvantages of this attitude are the possible trends and fluctua-
tions in the amount of the utilized information before releasing the fore-
casts and the appearance of subjectivity in the forecasts. These circum-
stances make the forecast-skill nonstationary in time. This uncertainty of 
the actual forecast can not be resolved by specification of a generalized 
numerical character reflecting the proportion of succesful forecasts (e.g. 
in percents) because it does not determine the necessary input parameters 
of the decision-model unequivocally. The decision-maker therefore needs the 
two-dimensional probability distribution of the forecast-reality ensamble 
which in case of discrete elements can be expressed in the form of a con-
tingency table {KOtfm, 1975). 
In this connection some methods not applying the.complete set of at-
tainable information but achieving a reasonable and strictly stationary 
skill can also be useful in several simple decision problems. (Nonstation-
arity connected with the diurnal or annual cycles can usually be satis-
factorily excluded by grouping the same phases into separate samples.) 
A possible way to this kind of forecasts can be the combination of 
the conditional probability distribution in different macrosynoptic types 
with the numerical forecast of pressure field applying a recognition method 
of macrotypes. For Hungary the macrosynoptic classification derived by 
Piczely seems to be the most promising for this purpose because of its lit-
tle areal coverage Csee PECZILY (1957, 1961, 1983) or WOSSY (1987) for further 
investigations with the typizationl. 
In Section 4 we show an example for assimilation of forecasts based 
on these macrotypes: the case of three operations and two alternative 
weather states. The formulae for finding the optimum strategy in case of 
categorical and also of probabilistic forecasts - being the main results 
of this study - are derived in Section -3, while the decision problem and 
the case of climatic information (ie. absence of the specialized forecasts) 
are designed in Section 2. 
2. The decision problem and use of climatic information 
Let us assume that our economical activity is determined by two con-
ditions of weather X, and X'2 (eg. the existence or lack of precipitation, 
the exceeding of a threshold value in a continous weather element like tem-
perature or wind speed, etc.). Both possible conditions involve the ad 
equate operations O, and 0, (eg. preventive measures or doing nothing), 
but there is a thiird operation O e (eg. making some protection possible if 
X, takes place) as a result of a compromise between the two possible 
conditions. The a priori (climatical) probability of condition X, is P 
while the probability of condition X, is (1 - P). 
We also have consequences of each operations which are functions of 
the weather condition realized as presented in Table la. Now and in the 
following we calculate the mean loss (or loss comparing to some idealistic 
gain) assuming that the decision criterion is the minimization of the loss 
in a long time average. 
A lower estimation ofthe mean loss is 
Lmi„ = AP + B(1 - P) m 
which by all means —appears independently of the forecast-skill or the 
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decision strategies. As our aim is to determine the optimum strategy we can 
leave out L. , > in each term of our calculations (Table lb). A further re-
ducing of our calculations is possible inthe following wayi We can assume 
without any limitation of generality that 
d>a / 2 / 
in the loss-matrix, because it only makes the usage of indices unambigous. 
On the other hand the essence of the compromizing operation is that 
b'd /3/ 
a n d 
c<a, /41 





Reduction of the loss-«atrix from its complete version expressed in absolute units (/a) to the net losses 
in relative units (,1c) through the net version in absolute units (lb). 
°< °c 
A A + b A ' d X< 0 b d 0 b' 1 
X1 8 »a 
B a O 0 h a' c' 
0 
1 a I b I c 
In Table Jc Oi.a >i, 0<b'<l and 0<c'<l. In order to simplify our 
calculations we omit the ( )'indications in the following but it is worth 
mentioning that e^erywhwere the last version ofthe loss-matrix (Table Jc) 
is bearing in mina.. 
Having only the a priori <climatical) information on the weather 
condition the decision-maker has to choose one operation which is the most 
promising according to his decision criterion (ie. the minimization of the 
average loss in our case). For the three possible strategies (operations) 
the average losses are 
L(0, ) = (1 - P)a /6/ 
L( Oc ) = Fb + (1 - P)c If I 
L(0,)=P /10/ 
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To choose the best strategy from the three possible ones we have to 
solve three inequalities presented in Table II together with the specifi-
cation of the optimum strategy in case of possrble logical values of the 
inequalities (ie. true or false). Although these inequalities are not 
independent of each other, none of them can be omitted if all possible 
values of the P,a,b and c parameters can be realized. On the other hand in 
the case of a given set of parameters two inequalities are enough for 
finding the best strategy but we can not establish a priori which the 
redundant one is. 
Table 11 
The key inequalities and decision rules in case of apriori (clieaticall information. In case of ( + > the 
in-equality should be true and in case of ( - ) false in order to nake the aarked operation being the 
optima. Nark ( 0 ) aeans that the value of the inequality is indifferent. (Paraaeters a, 6 and c are 
defined in Table 1c but the accent aarks are oaitted.) 











1 1 1 . A . < 
4 - b 4 - ? 
0 - -
3. The decision problem with special Meather forecasts 
Two different weather forecast syntaxes are possible. The first one 
contains a categorical statement about the weather in future .(X* or x f ) 
while the second possibility is to give the V, probability of condition X, 
(or fli = i - 3f< for Xt ). The more sophisticated version is the second one 
but its economical potential can be effectively realized only if the eco-
nomical parameters are well-known and the forecast is undistorted ie. the 
notified probability is really equal to the true one. In order to assure 
this criterion in the following we also assume that both forecasting syn-
taxes are results of purely objective methods. In addition to it we also 
neglect the costs of getting the forecasts. 
Calculations presented below are not new in mathematics of economical 
decisions but likely in literature on application of meteorological fore-
casts in decisions. For example in the monography by ZHUKOVSKf 11981) containing 
several decision problems with quite numerous references from different 
countries there is not a complete solution of the problem neither for cat-
egorical nor for probabilistic forecasts in case of the situation with two 
adequate and one compromizing operations. The only issue (B£L£HKY et al., 1974) 
for the categorical case of our Section 3.1 with two strict limitations of 
generality. The first one is that the percentage of good forecasts is the 
same for both alternative weather states and the second one is that the 
probability of each state is equal to the frequency of its forecasting. At 
the same time in the case of probabilistic forecasts the optimity of the 
strategy-type containing three operations is assumed to be optimal a priori 
which can be not the case as it is demonstrated in Section 3.2. 
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3.1 C a t e g o r i c a l forecasts 
The skill of weather forecasting in case of categorical syntax 
(stating X, or Jf, ) can be designed as a contingency matrix presented in 
Table II. The elements of this matrix are formed as products of the a 
priori probabilities and the conditional probabilities C < p, = P(X*\X, ) 
and p, = PCX, | X,)] of succesful forecasts presuming that the given 
weather condition takes place. The sum of the four matrix-elements is equal 
to 1. 
Having 3 possible operations and receiving a two-category forecast 
the decision-maker can choose from nine possible strategies including the 
three a priori strategies (ie. neglecting the forecasts) presented in 
Section 2. The nine strategies are demonstrated in Table IV together with 
the average losses derived by appropriate production of matrices presented 
in Tables III and 2c. 
Table III 
The natri* of forecast-skill for categorical forecasts! p, = P(X' \x, ), p, = P<x' \x, ) 
* * 
p « p (1- p«>p 
x z 
( 1 - P a ) ( 1 - P ) Pt (1-P) 
Table IV 
The possible 9 strategies and their average losses in case o1 categorical forecasts 












0, o t 
0. 0* 
0c 0e 
0e 0 , 
0 , 0 t 
0i 0„ 
0 t o t 
( l - P ) a 
( 1 - P l ) C 1 - P ) a + C 1 " P « ) P 
l l - p ) < 1 - P ) a + < 1 - P l >Pb • p t ( l - P ) c 
* Pb • ( 1 - P x > < 1 - P > c + ( 1 " P 4 >P 
Pb • ( l - P ) c 
p ( 1 - P > a • p Pb + C l - f t > C l - P > c 
1 ( 1 - p , ) P b + P, < 1 - P ) c + P, P 
P , ( l - P ) a 
The strategy-seeking algorithm means the solution of inequalities 
expressing the relations between the average losses. In order to find a 
general solution first we formed these inequations for a pair by pair 
comparison of the nine strategies. The number of these inequations is 36 
but there are 6 relations repeated three times which determine the optimum 
strategies without the other 18 relations. These 6 inequations and the key 
to the choice of the best strategy are demonstrated in Table V. This table 
is a generalization of Table II from the a priori case. For the general 
solution in case of the whole set of parameters all the 6 inequations are 
needed while in case of a given set of parameters four ineauations (not 
being determined in advance) are enough. 
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The benefit in average losses applying the optimum strategy as com-
pared to any other one can be determined by subtracting the average losses 
presented in Table IV. Besides this absolute benefit the gain relative to 
the a priori one can also be analyzed (MM, 198?), but instead of further 
discussions concerning to these gains we turn to decision strategies in 
case of probabilistic forecasts. 
Table V 
The sane as Table 11 but for assiailation of categorical forecasts. (See strategies 1.-9. in Table IVI 
Inequa1i t i es S t r a t s g i e s 
I . 2. 3. 4. 5 . 6 . 7. 8. 9. 
I. 
C , fcP 
i - b ( i - p a № - p ) 
0 0 0 + + - - -
I I. p.? a U-P.W-?) 
+ + + 0 0 0 - - -
a-c , u/P 0 0 0 III. 
b " U - P J M - - P ) 
IV. , H - p , ) ? . 0 + - + - 0 - 0 + 
V. a > S - + 0 + 0 - 0 - + 
VI. a r c > |<-P«)T> 
k P ^ - ? ) 
- 0 + 0 + - + - 0 
3.2 Probabilistic forecasts 
If the decision-maker can get the undistorted ft, and ffj = 1 -
probabilities of weather conditions X, and X7 there is no need for further 
information about the forecast-ski 11 ie. no preliminary test-period is 
necessary. The scheme for constructing the decision strategy is also 
simple. An operation is joined to appropriate probability intervals in 
order to minimize the expected value of loss. 
Rules for choice of the optimum strategy is now being derived in four 
steps. First we demonstrate that the number of intervals with different op-
erations can not be more than three for the optimum strategy (Step 1). Than 
the number of strategy-types containing two or three intervals (ie. assum-
ing that the best strategy can not be the one fixed operation) is being 
reduced to two (Step 2). As the third step we demonstrate that applying the 
compromizing operation between the two adequate ones we do not always get a 
better strategy (Step -3). At last the optimum turning points between the 
intervals with different operations are being calculated (Step 4). 
Step t . If there at least four such intervals than at least two disjunct 
ones would have the same operation joined to. We intend to prove first that 
it can not be an optimum strategy because in any point being right in the 
middle of the distance between two optional points from the two intervals 
with same operation the application of this operation (instead of the orig-
inal one) would give a better result. 
1 o o 
Let this point in the middle have'a Jt probability and the two other 
points from the disjunct intervals with equal operation have X - 4 X and 
IT + a JT . Let us also assume that in these two points there are oper-
ations O, joined to while in point % we have O e . Of course this strictly 
limits the generality of the proof but the way to prove the statement is 
completely similar for all the six possible combinations of flanking. The 
statement that the 0, , Oc , 0, flanking for points if - djf, If, IT * A if 
is the optimum means that the losses for f lankings O* , O c , O, and 
O, , Oc, Oc are higher, ie. 
a ( I t - ¿1C ) < [ b < 1 - A% ) + c ( 1 - t + A% > ] / 1 1 / 
and 
at It + A % ) < tb< % * A f ) + c < l - % - A K )) /12/ 
Summing up these two inequations we get 
a I f < [ b I t + c ( l - 7 f > ] / 1 3 / 
which means that putting operation Ch instead of 0 C into the point a 
better strategy can be received. 
In case of the. other five possible combinations the terms are diffei— 
ent on both- sides of /11/ an /12/ but the 4 ft increments disappear exactly 
in the same way and we get the necessary relation in point ft similarly to 
/13/. 
Rrincipially repeating this change for all pairs of points taken from 
the original disjunct intervals with the same strategy we get either a new 
or a wider interval with the same operation.. Anyhow the final result is one 
common interval with the same strategy containing the initial ones and the 
whole interregnum between them. 
Step 2. So the maximum number of intervals with different operations in the 
optimum strategy is three which means 15 types of possible strategies so as 
3 types containing one operation independently of the forecasted probabil-
ity (ie. the a priori strategies), 6 types containing two and 6 types 
containing three operations in some sequence of forecasted probabilities. 
Furthermore the strategies where the natural order of O, and 07 is dis-
turbed ie. 0, is joined to an interval with less X i can not be optimal 
and also t-hose strategies can be excluded in which the compromizing opei— 
ation is attributed to an interval with a probability higher than the 
interval with the adequate operation. We can aldo suppose that strategies 
with one fixed operation only can not be so effective than that of two or 
three operations joined to the appropriate intervals. In this way we can 
reduce the number of potentially optimal strategy types to four. These are 
S, = <0, , 0*), S2 = <0, , Oc), S, = <O c, 0,) and S4 = (£7,, 0?). 
However strategies S, and S, also can not be the optimum because 
joining O, to 1t2 = J in S, and 0, to = 1 in Si and also into their 
appropriate one-sided surroudings we get better strategies so that within 
these intervals an1 elementary loss greater than zero would have -little 
probability (none in = 1 and = 1 respectively) instead of high 
probability of the finite non-zero loss in the compromizing operation. 
Step 3. So the number of candidate-types for being the optimum is reduced 
two: S, - < 0 , , O7I and S4 = <0, , 0 C , 0, ). We demonstrate that the first 
type can also be optimal in the case of a possible relation between the 
type economical parameters. The first thing to prove is that having the 
best strategy of type S, , an appropriate strategy of type S4 can be better 
only if it does not join operation 0, to any point where 0, is the optimum 
in the best strategy of S, . : Surely in the opposite case in strategy S4 we 
could join 0, instead of 0, to the sub-interval where it takes place in 
the optimum strategy of type S, getting a better strategy. However as it 
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has been proven at the beginning of this point a strategy containing four 
intervals (ie. 0, , 0, , 0 « , O, in our case) can not be the optimum. 
Therefore we can reduce the question of optimity-condition to the 
following: What is the condition for the best strategy of type S, unable 
to being improved by inserting the operation 0« between the two . adequate 
operations? 
This inserted interval of 0, has to contain that point of the prob-
ability scale where the mean loss of operation 0, is the same as of O,. if 
supposing the interval with 0« devided one of the O, or O, intervals the 
number of intervals would be more than three and such a strategy could not 
be the optimum. 
The average loss in the point where L(0, ) = L(0, > is 
(1 - t, )a = /14/ 
from where 
1 • a 
/15/ 
using the loss-matrix of Table lc. Inserting 0 e into this point we get an 
average loss as high as 
1 
c ( 1 
1 • a 
b » a e 
1 + a 
/ 1 6 / 
The condition for this loss being lower than the initial one comparing the 
numerators of fractions in the right sides of /15/ and /16/ and deviding by 
a is 
< 1 /17/ 
which is not a straight consequence of the loss matrix set up in Section 2. 
So if /17/ is not fulfilled then the best strategy of type S, (O, , O, ) can 
be more beneficial than any strategy of type S4 (0, , Oc , 0, ). 
Step 4. The turning point of the probability scale is determined by /15/ 
for the case if there is no better strategy in S4 . In the opposite case 
the optimity conditions are HO, ) = L (0< ) and L(0e ) = L(03) concerning 
to the turning points ( TC^ and 1tc2 ) of the probability scale. This 
means 
(1 - IT it )a = b * c ( l - TCU / 1 8 / 
and 
= b 1CC2 * cU ~ tfcz » / 1 9 / 
which can easily be trandsformed to 
= 1 - ^ /20/ 
a + b - c 
= i - /21/ 
\ - b ¥ c 
Knowing the economical parameters of the decision problem one can 
assimilate the undistored probability forecast in the following wayi 
Initiate operation 0, when Xi > , operation £7, when JTeJ < ft, < JT(C 
and operation 0} when 3f.j ^ ^c.2 ' 
tfel 
1 0 2 
The economical effect of the optimization by the probability 
forecasts depends on the frequency distribution of different (objective) 
output probabi1ities. Therefore it can not be expressed by simple 
subtractions as in case of categorical.forecasts. 
4. An example for the meteorological part of the decision-models 
Formulae derived in Sections 2 and 3 are fairly general for the 
decision in a concrete situation ie. in case of three possible operations 
influenced by two alternative weather states. In order to help in their 
application easier we present an example which is based on macrosynoptic 
types derived by PCC2ELY <1957, 19831 for Hungary. Here we arbitrarily demon-
strate the case of measurable precipitation in January at Budapest applying 
the necessary informations from PiCliLY <1961). (See Table VI) 
Table VI 
The probability of precipitation C ( T, ) ] in different (T, ) eacrosynoptic types appearing with a 
pi T, ) probability at Budapest in January and also their product asthe weight of each «aerotype in cli-
natic probability of precipitation 
t 
P e c z e 1 y -
t y p e s X 
• p r r ; > % f X T V ) % 
C M w 7 8 6 . 0 6 . 9 
T* C 7 5 0 . 7 0 . 5 
T i m C w 6 8 8 . 8 6 . 0 
Ti, z C 6 1 7 . 0 4 . 3 
T I C M c 4 5 2 . 4 1 . 1 
T . m C c 4 3 4 . 0 1 . 7 
T T A e 
3 9 1 3 . 7 5 . 3 
T j A F 3 7 4 . 7 1 . 7 
T , A s 3 6 7 . 1 2 . 6 
T „ A w 3 1 1 1 . 0 3 . 4 
A n 30 1 1 . 6 3 . 5 
T« A 2 1 1 6 . 6 3 . 5 
T 4» A B 1 9 3 . 6 0 . 7 
T o t a 1 1 0 0 . 0 4 1 . 2 
If we have only the a priori (climatic) information that is a general 
probability of precipitation (being p = 41.2 % in our case) we can choose 
the most beneficial standard operation by inequalities in Table I I . Having 
a categorical forecast which in this case is equivalent to a definition of 
a Pc at probability and saying "precipitation will exist" if X <T,)>Pe„, 
and vice versa. In this case we need a preliminary period to establish P, 
and Pt if we do not know this But knowing the forecaster's 
(standard) f I l l t we can calculate the key parameters of the forecast as 
Z r C r . ) ( f - 5T ( T;)) 
1C (Tl) < VCut p, _ /22/ 
Pt 
2 P (T¡) ÍT ( T;) 
K (T;) ) P c u l - / 2 3 / 
1 0 3 
In Figure 1 these forecast-skills are presented in function of Pc „ , . 
We can establish that increasing or decreasing of Pc « , we can change p, 
and p, in. the opposite direction. The optimum „ , (which is equal to 
1 - from /15/ for probabilistic forecasts) strongly depends on the 
economical parameters. Having the key parameters of the forecast-skill the 
choice of. the optimum strategy can be further accomplished applying 
inequalites of Table V. 
fig. 1 The still of tuo categorical statements as functions of the critical probability (Pc „ . ) 
for saying "yes" (if 1T2 > Pc „ « ) or "no* f Jfj <P, „ , ). The arbitrary Pc « . • 0.50 
illustrates the asyaietry of P, and P&. Here P7 belongs to the existence of precipita-
tion. for further intonation see Table IV. 
In case of probabilistic forecasts the formulae /15/ or /20/ and /21/ 
(depending on logical value of /17/ dictate the optimum strategy while the 
necessary probabilities can be calculated on the base of Table VI by group-
ing the terms for which i t ( T , ) are adequate to probability intervals of 
the different operations. In these examples we can also see that the most 
efficient information on weather is the probabilistic forecast which allows 
the application of all the three operations or if the two-operation variant 
is the optimum its turning points are chosen as the most beneficial. In 
case of categorical forecats maximum two operations can be applied as a 
function of forecasted staatement and its turning point of the probability 
scale (Pc.,) is chosen arbitrarily by the forecasters ie. independently of 
the decision problem. The less beneficial tool in this context is of course 
the climatic probability alon" which allows one single operation not apply-
ing any supplemental real-time information. 
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